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Abstract

In this thesis the main aim is to extend the theory governing the 
unsteady separating flow of an incompressible fluid. In particular, 
attention is restricted to the study of two-dimensional motion.

The governing equations are derived in chapter 2. It is assumed 
that the incoming boundary layer has undergone a smooth separation 
and that the region of concern is sufficiently far downstream that 
viscous effects are confined to a thin free shear-layer and a thin 
wall-layer. A high-frequency analysis is pursued, with the relative 
scalings maintaining the standard triple-deck structure. The linear 
instability of these governing equations is readily verified and the 
work goes on to consider nonlinear properties.

In chapter 3 the link between the current and a more global type 
of separation is highlighted. The study addresses the phenomenon of 
a finite-time break-up of the governing equations and investigates 
the existence of a particular break-up known to be possible in the 
latter-mentioned global flow (see §§3.2-3.4 for details of this more 
global flow-configuration). However, the analysis in §§3.5-3.7 
suggests that such a break-up is not possible.

At this point the thesis turns to a numerical solution of the 
governing equations. A novel type of numerical procedure is adopted 
in which the numerical grid is transformed in such a way that the 
deployment of grid nodes should enhance the numerical accuracy. This 
procedure is explained in chapter 4 and tested (in chapter 5) on the 
solution of the one-dimensional Burgers equation. The results are 
found to be encouraging.

This numerical treatment (in chapter 6) leads to the analysis in 
chapter 7 where a new distinct finite-time break-up is proposed for 
the current flow problem. Lastly in chapter 7, the study returns to 
a numerical solution of the governing equations, and different 
initial conditions tend to confirm this new break-up numerically.

The thesis closes its main body of work in chapter 8 and notes 
the possibility of the application of both the new break-up form and 
the numerical technique to related flow problems.

Finally, an appendix is included which presents work in progress 
on a three-dimensional vortex/wave interaction.
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Chapter One; 
Introduction



Our concern in this thesis is the study of the flow of an 
incompressible fluid past a bluff body placed within an otherwise 
parallel or nearly parallel main-stream flow. A theoretical 
description of such flows, predicting and accounting for such 
practically observed phenomena as separation, transition and 
turbulence, would clearly be of great use, and the applications in 
the fields of aerodynamics and meteorology, for example, are 
obvious. These applications include vehicle and turbine design in 
aerodynamics, and weather prediction and air-flow past buildings in 
meteorology. Therefore the physical motivation for such a study is
clear. Our special emphasis is on unsteady separating flow and 
transition.

The framework which allows us to begin such a theoretical 
approach is provided by the Navier-Stokes equations. These describe
the flow of a Newtonian fluid of constant density p* and kinematic
viscosity u * . Obviously, many real flows are fully three-dimensional 
in nature. However, we will consider only two-dimensional motion 
here, and concentrate on the understanding of this less complicated 
problem. Hence the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, in 
nondimensional form, are:

f; +  =  0 , (1.1a)

^u , du , ______ ________
d t  d x  d y  d x  ^  ReV^x^ ^ dy

Here (x,y), (u(x,y,t), v(x,y,t)), p(x,y,t) denote the Cartesian
coordinates, the corresponding velocity components and the pressure, 
respectively, nondimensionalized with respect to a typical length 
scale /* of the flow, to a velocity scale C/* and to p * in turn. 
These then fix the nondimensionalization of the time t with respect 
to /*/[/*. The nondimensional coefficient Re= is the Reynolds
number.

The boundary conditions for (l.la-c) are the no-slip 
conditions u = v =  0 at any fixed surface, a condition of streaming 
parallel to the x-axis in the far field, and appropriate symmetry



conditions in certain flow problems.
In many practical situations the Reynolds number Re takes very 

large values (for example 10®, 10® in flow past airfoils). So a
useful working assumption would seem to be to suppose that the fluid 
is effectively inviscid (i.e. to neglect the second-order 
derivatives in (1.1b, c)): see, for example. Lamb (1932), Lighthill
(1978). An inviscid approximation to the flow solution is only 
appropriate, however, if it gives the limit of the actual viscous 
flow when the Reynolds number becomes asymptotically large (cf. the 
inviscid theory predictions of zero drag and a nonzero slip velocity 
at a fixed surface). An assumption that is therefore implicit in all 
inviscid-flow studies is that the action of viscosity is important 
only in certain narrow regions, such as boundary layers or surface 
layers, which become vanishingly thin as the Reynolds number 
increases. It is argued that these viscous regions may therefore be 
neglected. A less stringent assumption is to suppose that the flow 
in the viscous regions determines a second-order correction to the 
predominantly inviscid fluid flow outside. The only requirement for 
such an approach to work is an a pr ior i knowledge of the location of 
the viscous regions.

This idea forms the basis of the classical boundary-layer 
theory in which, in the present context, it is assumed that viscous 
effects are confined to a thin boundary layer lying close to the 
body surface and possibly to a thin viscous wake. This configuration 
was proposed by Prandtl (1904) who showed that such layers on flat 
plates are of 0(Re“ /̂̂ ) thickness, and his theory allowed viscosity 
to be correctly accounted for, such that the no-slip condition could 
be satisfied at the body surface within the boundary layer. The 
Navier-Stokes equations (l.la-c) can be re-scaled to give the 
boundary-layer equations which are driven by a prescribed pressure 
variation, obtained via the inviscid analysis for the majority of 
the flow. Then in principle a matching between the solutions in the 
two flow regions is possible. An exact solution of the boundary- 
layer equations was provided by Blasius (1908), who discovered a 
similarity variable for flow over a flat plate, leading to a 
nonlinear differential equation, the Blasius equation, that could be 
solved numerically.



It would appear, therefore, that an attractively ordered 
scheme is possible for obtaining solutions of (l.la-c) when Re ^  1. 
Unfortunately, however, apart from a few notable exceptions (those 
described by Smith (1982), for example; namely the flat plate,
marginal separations. Smith & Daniels* (1981) flow), this classical 
scheme above never works.

Its main deficiency (Brown k Stewartson (1969)) is that it
cannot cope with any flow reversal in the boundary layer. Such flow 
reversal is inevitably approached in the classical boundary layer on
any thick and/or nonaligned body. This is supported by the accurate
numerical treatments described by Brown k Stewartson (1969) which 
indicate that the Goldstein (1948) singularity occurs at the point 
where the onset of flow reversal occurs. Stewartson (1970) then 
showed that this Goldstein singularity is not removable in general, 
although there are exceptions for particular cases, notably Smith k  

Daniels (1981).
The resolution of the above difficulty is now known to be in 

the development of a local three-tiered structure, the triple-deck. 
This structure was developed by Stewartson k Williams (1969), 
Neiland (1969) and Messiter (1970), although its origins lie in the 
work of Goldstein (1930), who analyzed the wake behind a flat plate 
in order to try to continue the Blasius solution into the wake 
region, and of Lighthill (1953), who considered interactions between 
a boundary layer and a supersonic main stream which take place 
without separation.

The crucial element of the triple-deck structure is that the 
pressure that drives the viscous flow in the wall layer now 
interacts with the inviscid pressure in the outer potential region. 
This is in contrast with the above classical scheme which treats the 
boundary-layer pressure gradient as prescribed, and leads to the 
difficulties described above.

The pressure in the triple-deck middle zone, which is of the 
same normal extent as the oncoming boundary layer, is simply the 
Blasius solution pressure, or a small correction to it. Therefore an 
upper inviscid layer just above the existing boundary layer is 
necessary to eiisuie interaction.

For viscous-inviscid interaction, the pressure in this outer
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layer must be equated in magnitude with the inner pressure form. 
This and the requirement that the viscous lower layer be subjected 
to inertial, pressure-gradient, and viscous forces permits us to 
present below an order of magnitude argument to derive the triple
deck scales (Smith (1982)). However, we should not forget that these 
relative scalings were obtained via the protracted analytical 
advances described earlier.

The Blasius boundary-layer solution considers a normal 
variable scaled with respect to the boundary-layer thickness, Re“^̂ .̂ 
If we propose a wall-layer thickness of 0(6Re~^^^) then, because the 
Blasius profile has a streamwise velocity that becomes linear in the 
normal variable as the boundary is approached, we expect that the 
streamwise velocity in the wall layer will be of size 0(6). To 
ensure a balance with pressure and viscous forces we must have the 
pressure being of 0(6^) and then equate the local triple-deck 
streamwise length scale I with the normal coordinate by /=0(6^).

The passive middle deck is displaced by the wall layer, which 
in turn affects the upper deck where the displacement is still 
0(6Re’’̂ / )̂. This upper deck is one of potential flow, where the 
streamwise and normal coordinates are of equivalent order. Hence we 
expect the pressure to be of the order of the displacement slope. 
Hence we require that

6  ̂ =  6Re-^/^/Z , 6 =  ,

from equating the inner and outer pressure magnitudes, and using 
/= 0(6®). This fixes the length scales of the three tiers (figure
2.1). The upper deck then yields the potential flow equation (for a 
subsonic main-stream flow) for the pressure there, with matching
constraints from the middle deck. The integration of this pressure 
equation closes the unsteady interactive boundary-layer problem
which is specified in (2.1.2a-e) below.

Accurate numerical solutions (Jobe & Burggraf (1974) and many 
others) of the triple-deck problem compare favourably with
experiments in a number of flow configurations, including trailing- 
edgc flows and breakaway separations, and support the multi
structured approach.
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Ve remark again here that in this thesis we address only two- 
dimensional features of fluid flow theory. Even in many three- 
dimensional flowsy cross-flow effects are small and the two- 
dimensional model is a close approximation to the three-dimensional 
solution. For example, large-scale separation in a globally three- 
dimensional motion is often probably a quasi-planar process anyway 
(see Fiddes’ (1980) application to vortex-sheet separation), since 
separation itself takes place abruptly. Moreover, the analysis 
described herein applies to small local regions (cf. the small
0(Re"^/^) streamwise length scale of the triple-deck, for example) 
and in some cases could apply to three-dimensional flows locally 
anyway. However, cross-flow effects can be significant, e.g. Orszag 
k Kells (1980), Stewart k Smith (1987), although we are not
concerned with such phenomena in this work.

The onset of flow reversal in a boundary layer is a precursor 
to boundary-layer separation, in general, and hence we turn now to a 
discussion of laminar separation at high Reynolds number.

For steady motion, i.e. when 5/dt = 0, the two-dimensional
separation process itself is now quite well understood on the 
theoretical side (as reviewed by Smith (1977), Messiter (1979),
Stewartson (1981), Sychev (1982)). This was made possible by the 
triple-deck interactive behaviour which permits a sizeable adverse 
pressure gradient to lead to regular separation of the boundary 
layer. This is quite unlike the noninteractive classical boundary- 
layer theory described earlier. The fundamental difference is that 
the Goldstein singularity at separation in the classical boundary 
layer ewtôT due to the three-layered interactive structure of
the triple-deck.

Further, we may identify two types of separation: 
small-scale separation, which occurs in the vicinity of a small 
disturbance, such as a slight change in the wall conditions 
compatible with the scalings of the interactive structure (and 
therefore usually Reynolds-number dependent); and
large-scale separation, which is provoked by a sizeable disturbance 
(e.g. an obstacle of finite dimensions) to the flow. Ve consider the 
second of these in the present work. Large-scale separation is often 
more relevant from a practical point of view, of course, because
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while the Reynolds number of a flow may easily be increased, the 
geometry is usually fixed.

In unsteady flows, i.e. those with nonzero time dependence, 
the question of hydrodynamic stability is raised. This is concerned 
with the issue of when and how laminar flows break down, their 
subsequent development, and their ultimate transition to turbulence.

Lord Rayleigh (1880,1887) considered the two-dimensional, 
inviscid stability (i.e. (l.la-c) in the limit Re-+oo) of certain 
nonuniform flows and suggested that such flows are stable unless 
they contain an inflectional base profile. However, further analyses 
at the time were at odds with the most basic observations, due to 
the inviscid nature of these Rayleigh-type studies.

Viscosity effects were first included when an analysis of the 
stability of the Navier-Stokes equations with respect to 
infinitesimal disturbances was developed. Here (l.la-c) are 
linearized and a normal-mode analysis is used to obtain the 
celebrated Orr-Sommerfeld equation, which is a fourth-order, linear 
differential equation for the stream function of a small flow- 
perturbation. By various expansion techniques Tollmien (1929), 
Schlichting (1933,1935) and other workers found approximate 
solutions to this equation for two-dimensional parallel flows. They 
suggested analytically the existence of instability waves and 
predicted neutral curves to define stable and unstable regimes of 
various flows. Lin (1945) made similar calculations and some 
improvements and subsequently, Schubauer k  Skramstad (1947) showed 
the existence of these ToiImien-Schlichting waves experimentally. 
The agreement with the ToiImien-Schlichting theory was found to be 
good, particularly for higher values of the Reynolds number.

These investigations considered the basic flow to be 
independent of the streamwise coordinate, assuming that any effects 
from the growth of the boundary layer were minimal. Smith (1979a) 
proposed an alternative approach 1 cf rationally incorporating these 
nonparallel effects. He showed that the ToiImien-Schlichting modes 
could be described by a triple-deck structure. The length scales in 
operation for this structure actually coincide with those of the 
triple-deck that arises at boundary-layer sepaiation. Hence 
mathematically, the problem of separation and its stability reduces
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to solving the interactive boundary-layer equations ((2.1.2a, b) 
below) together with the appropriate pressure-displacement law (e.g. 
(2.1.2e) for a subsonic main-stream flow) and boundary conditions 
((2.1.2c,d) below).

For small-scale separation suitable decay conditions hold in 
the far field. In contrast, large-scale, or breakaway, separation 
causes an 0(1) global change in the outer inviscid flow and requires 
further consideration. Here the main part of the oncoming boundary 
layer shifts away from the body surface and appears in the outer 
flow as a thin free shear layer of concentrated vorticity, 
separating regions of predominantly inviscid flow. Therefore the 
shear layer thickness is initially 0(Re~^^^).

To pursue a stability analysis we take the laminar separating 
flow (Smith (1977)) as the starting configuration and study the 
development, with time, of disturbances applied locally in the flow. 
From the classical 1 inearized-stabi1ity theory associated with 
infinitesimal disturbances (e.g., see Drazin & Reid (1981)), it is 
known that such nonparallel basic flows are susceptible to linear 
instabilities of the Rayleigh, Kelvin-Helmholtz and Gortler types on 
a local quasi-parallel basis, as well as to the viscous Tollmien- 
Schlichting instabilities which are possible in virtually all 
realistic boundary layers. The first three of these concern the 
inviscid limit (i.e. Re— ôo) in which the shear layer appears as a 
vortex sheet and they are due to the possible inflectional nature of 
the velocity profile, and/or the local curvature of the basic 
separating flow.

It is fairly clear that the development of any sufficiently 
small disturbances in the flow is controlled initially by the above 
linear instability characteristics. However, as the instability 
grows, nonlinear aspects will come increasingly into the reckoning, 
and are indeed thought to be necessary in order to theoretically 
address (Smith k Elliott (1985), Smith (1987)) observed phenomena 
such as dynamic stall and transition (Bursnall k Loftin (1951), 
Gault (1955), Gaster (1966), Mueller k Batill (1980)).

The triple-deck equations provide the starting point for the 
consideration of nonlinear instability, and we focus on high- 
frequency/Euler theory (e.g. Smith, Doorly k Rothmayer (1990))
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whereby the flow is subjected to a local high-frequency disturbance.
In addition, in the current thesis we introduce, for the first 

time for near-wall flows, effects due to the thickness of the shear 
layer (Moore (1979), see also Saffman k  Schatzman (1982,1982)), 
which we have hitherto assumed to be negligible. This is presented 
formally in chapter 2 for large-scale two-dimensional separation.

The physical links between transition and separation are 
undeniable with many experimental investigations witnessing not only 
the transition to turbulence of a laminar separating flow, but also 
turbulent separation (see, for example, Gaster (1966), Kozlov 
(1987), Sychev k Sychev (1980) and references therein). 
Mathematically, the connection is evident in the fact that both 
phenomena may be encountered via the interactive triple-deck 
equations, if we address ToiImien-Schlichting type transition (Smith 
(1979a,b)) for example.

In fact, Hall k Smith (1991) propose that there are three main 
types of strongly nonlinear transition. These are the above- 
mentioned high-frequency/Euler theory, Tollmien-Schlichting theory 
(e.g. Smith (1979b)) and vortex/wave interaction theory (e.g. Hall k  

Smith (1989)).
In Appendix A, we consider a possible path to transition which 

contains elements of all three of the above theories. It is a type 
of vortex/wave interaction which occurs within the triple-deck 
structure (i.e. Tollmien-Schlichting) at high frequencies. Also, a 
degree of three-dimensionality is included. The present contribution 
arose from discussions with Prof. F.T. Smith and is joint with him 
and Dr. R.G.A. Bowles. We present the analysis, leading to the 
governing equations, in Appendix A.

Moreover, we strongly expect a nonlinear break-down behaviour 
of these governing equations. This belief is due to the findings of 
Stewart k Smith (1992) on a related vortex/wave interaction. These 
findings agree well with experimental observations (see their §5.3 
and references therein) and, therefore, we feel that this line of 
investigation is worth pursuing.
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Chapter Two:
The structure of nonlinear disturbances 

in separating flow, and their governing equations
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2.1 Linear and nonlinear stability analysis

Both small-scale and large-scale separating flows are very 
prone to instability and subsequent transition in practice, 
especially the large-scale forms. In this section we discuss their 
linear and nonlinear unsteady properties on a local basis, 
relatively close to the separation point, as opposed to the more 
global unsteady features exhibited for example by Brown, Cheng k  

Smith (1988).
Near separation and just beyond it there are many types of 

1inear-instabi1ity modes that can be triggered off, starting with 
viscous-inviscid ToiImien-Schlichting waves upstream which owe their 
existence to interaction between the local pressure and displacement 
variations, i.e. they are encountered via a triple-deck structure 
(see Smith (1986a)). These are followed soon by predominantly 
inviscid Rayleigh modes (Smith k Bodonyi (1985), Tutty k Cowley 
(1987)), as the separating flow develops a sufficiently strong 
inflexion point, and possibly by viscous Gortler-vortex instability 
due to the relatively large local curvature of the streamlines. 
Further downstream the inviscid modes then tend to take on more of a 
Kelvin-IIelmholtz nature (Drazin k Reid (1981), Moore (1979), Brown, 
Cheng k Smith (1988), Smith (1987)) for a free shear layer as the 
detached boundary layer moves further away from the surface. The 
breeding ground for all these instabilities can be regarded as the 
triple-deck structure, in two-dimensional or three-dimensional form, 
since that structure describes not only Tollmien-Schlichting waves 
(Smith (1979b,1986a)) but also the first appearance of inflexional 
modes (Smith (1987)) and it connects up with Gortler instabilities 
via its three-dimensional characteristics. It is important, in 
addition, that the triple-deck structure also governs the basic, 
separating, flow (Smith (1977)) locally, which is an unfortunate 
point in a way, as the linearized instability problem for such a 
basic flow is then almost irretrievably nonparallel in nature (see 
(2.1.4a,b) below). In scaled terms, with A denoting the local skin- 
friction factor and (see figure 2.1)
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(x, y, z, t) =  (A"^/Vx, A"^/V y , A-^/Vz, A"^/V t ) , (2.1.1a)

(u, V, w, p) =  (Â /'̂ cU, A^/VV, A^/^£V, A^/Vp) (2.1.1b)

where e = Re~^^®, both the separating flow and its major instabilities
are therefore controlled by the nonlinear viscous-inviscid 
interactive problem

^  +  0Ÿ =  0 , (2.1.2a)

with
+ 0  (2.1.2b)

U =  v = 0 at Y = 0 ,  (2.1.2c)

U ~ Y + A(X,T) as Y ^  oo , (2.1.2d)

P(X,T) = 1 , (2.1.2e)

where J- denotes the finite part of the Cauchy-HiIbert integral; also
we are restricting ourselves to two-dimensional features. Here the 
basic steady separation is present for d / d T  identically zero, with
the unknown displacement increment —A = —A rising as X^^^ far
downstream for an open or breakaway separation there (Smith (1977)), 
which is our main concern, whereas closed local separations can also 
occur, for flow over a surface-mounted obstacle for instance (Smith 
(1986b), Messiter (1983)), with A and the unknown pressure P = P  then 
tending to zero instead in the far field. Unsteady separation 
corresponds to nonzero T-dependence of course but that in turn 
introduces linear or nonlinear instabilities. For, if a small 
unsteady disturbance (decomposed as exp(iaX — iSlT) ) of scaled 
frequency O is made in the incoming motion upstream, i.e. where the
basic motion is the parallel one U = Y, V = W = P =  A = 0, then the
disturbance becomes unstable (Smith (1979b,1986a)) for

n > 0; (2.1.3)

where 0 «  2.30. This linear instability of the parallel attached

18



flow is none other than the Tollmien-Schlichting instability, 
governed by the linearized unsteady version of (2.1.2). The 
nonlinear unsteady version then yields nonlinear Tollmien- 
Schlichting waves (Smith k Stewart (1987), Smith (1984,1986a), Duck 
(1985)) , travelling unsteady separations (Conlisk ei al (1987)) and 
the possibility of break-up (Smith (1988), and chapters 3, 7 below) 
and transition downstream. Separating basic motion, by contrast, in 
general poses a more difficult nonparallel-flow problem as regards 
the instability since the length scales of the separating motion and 
the instability coincide, which is an unfortunate point rendering 
the above decomposition invalid. That is, the governing equations 
for a small disturbance,

^  ^  = 0 , (2.1.4a)

- i M  +  D ( X , Y ) §  + û f  + V(X,Y)|f +  v f  =  - I  + g  (2.1.4b)

clearly cannot be reduced from partial- to ordinary-differential 
ones, in the conventional Orr-Sommerfeld fashion, because the 
coefficients U, V are nontrivially dependent on X, Y in separating 
flow. Unfortunately, this somewhat obvious point is overlooked in 
some studies of separating-flow stability.

The main options available therefore are: a computational
treatment of the partial-differential equations (2.1.4) or their 
three-dimensional counterpart, with —i Q —^ d / d T for an initial value 
problem say; or an analysis based on relatively short-scale 
properties where the streamwise variation of U, V during separation 
is a secondary effect. Ve pursue the latter course for incoming
Tollmien-Schlichting waves upstream to find how they develop and 
change as the flow separates. See also Smith k Bodonyi (1985) as 
regards inflexional instability, again within shorter length scales. 
Short-scale Tollmien-Schlichting waves corresponding to large values 
of Q, are found to remain neutral at leading order, with the
amplitude growth or decay being fixed at higher order by a
combination of viscous and nonparallel-flow effects (Smith 
( 1986a, 1987) ) , the spatial growth rate G coming out to be
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G =  1/2^2 + 3(-dA/dX)/4 . (2.1.5)

Hence an increasing/decreasing basic displacement (— A) has a 
destabilizing/stabilizing effect on the incoming waves, as would be 
expected physically. For breakaway separating motion in particular 
the growth rate increases indefinitely downstream, on the present 
scale, since — A a  then (Smith (1977)) (see figure 2.2).

Hence a new phase is entered relatively far beyond the 
separation point. The critical distance involved is 0(0^/^), where 
the main short waves have length 0(f2~'^^) locally and the scaled 
departure distance is say, where A  is 0(1). These scalings
may be obtained by the use of (2.1.5) or, alternatively, from first 
principles via an order of magnitude argument in the following 
manner. We suppose that the interaction occurs at a distance D 
beyond separation and that the local X-scale is small, i.e. 
X —>(X— D) <C D. Then, locally, we require

Y ~ ^  U ~ Y ~ A ,  P ^ Y (2.1.6a)

from an unsteady— nonlinear— pressure-gradient balance in the X- 
momentum equation (2.1.2b), the boundary condition (2.1.2d) and the 
pressure-displacement relation (2.1.2e) respectively. The scaling 
for V then comes from continuity (2.1.2a). Also, we know

A ~ , T ~  <  1 (2.1.6b)

here for subsonic breakaway separation and for a high-frequency 
analysis. The balances in (2.1.6a,b) yield the required scalings for 
D, the local X-coordinate and also for the local flow parameters 
(see below). At this 0(f2^/^) distance beyond separation the unsteady- 
flow behaviour revolves around the stability of a simple quasi
parallel basic flow (figure 2.2), namely the uniform shear U ^ Y  — A  

above the now-detached shear layer, for Y > A, and the negligible 
flow |U| <C 1 underneath, for 0 < Y < A, in scaled terms. This base 
state is the downstream form of the steady breakaway-separating 
motion in Smith (1977). The associated 1ineai and nonlinear 
stability properties are predominantly inviscid, or rather, in the
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nonlinear regime, will be taken to be so at the first approximation 
(see later).

Ve examine linear theory first, for a small travelling-wave 
disturbance of scaled wave number a  and wave speed c, then the 
perturbation's stream function above the shear layer has the form

^ = p + A (Y— A — c) (2.1.7a)

for V > A, while underneath, in the slow-turning fluid occupying 
0 < Y < A,

^ = pY/c (2.1.7b)

to preserve tangential flow at or near the surface. Tildes here 
denote perturbation quantities. The subsonic interaction law 
(2.1.2e) now becomes

p = . (2.1.7c)

Here Re a l Ç a ) is taken to be positive, for downstream-moving 
disturbances, although it is of interest that some instability also 
results with R e a l ( n ) negative. Conservation of mass-flux (the 
pressure is already continuous in (2.1.7a,b)) across Y = A  therefore 
yields the eigen-relation c^ — ac + aA = 0, from (2.1.7a-c). Physically 
it seems more sensible to convert this relation to one determining a  

for a given prescribed frequency Q (=ac), which yields the cubic 
equation

a^A - 0^1 + nf = 0 (2.1.8)

for a (Smith (1987)). This equation has certain notable properties. 
First, it provides the continuation of the Tollmien-Schlichting mode 
(the neutral wave above) : the solution for a can match to this
incoming Tollmien-Schlichting response, upstream, since there A —>0 
and the second and third terms in (2.1.8) can then dominate, giving 

Second, inviscid, inflexional Rayleigh-type waves are 
possible also, these occurring when interaction is suppressed ( A —>0
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in (2.1.7a)) and the first two terms in (2.1.8) become dominant, 
yielding a —»fi/A. These waves are neutral and correspond to shortened 
length scales, 1, again for A  small when Q is fixed, or, more
generally, for small values of the parameter A ^ / Q  governing (2.1.8). 
Third, and in contrast, for large A  (or A^ft), i.e. further 
downstream, the first and third terms in (2.1.8) can dominate and 
yield instability of a Kelvin-Helmholtz variety (cf. chapter 3), 
since then (Q^/A)^^^exp( ± iir/S). Fourth, and perhaps the most
significant feature, is the criterion for instability, i.e. complex 
roots for a  from (2.1.8). For real wave numbers a the relation
(2.1.8) always yields temporal instability provided A  > 0, but for 
the practical alternative of a fixed-frequency disturbance, with Q, 

specified as real, (2.1.8) is found to yield spatial instability if 
A  exceeds the value A-crit where (see figure 2.3)

A-crit = . (2.1.9)

This value for A-crit may be obtained directly (Spiegel (1968)) or 
from analysis near a repeated root of (2.1.8) for real values of a .  

But since A=(2b/3)X^/^ to leading order, with b % 0.44, this yields 
the prediction

X-crit = (2.1.10)

for the distance between the separation point and the position of
abrupt enhanced instability. In dimensional terms, (2.1.10) becomes

x*-crit = /*(lî*/73b2[T)^/^A~'^/^Re"” /2̂  (2.1.11)

from use of (2.1.1), where Q* is the dimensional frequency imposed 
and I * ,  U * , Re are a typical length scale of the flow, the local
dimensional free-stream speed and Reynolds number respectively. The 
range of validity of (2.1.11) is restricted, however, to

Re^/^tr/r C  n* 4: , (2.1.12)

the left restriction ensuring that the scaled frequency Q is large
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and the right restriction requiring the detachment distance to 
remain small compared with the detached boundary-layer thickness. 
Comparisons by Mezaris ei al (1987) of their experimental results and 
the prediction (2.1.11) show an encouraging amount of qualitative 
agreement, and possibly also quantitative depending on the precise 
value of the skin-friction factor A (see also figure 2.4).

The next steps necessary are to enlarge this theory, by going 
beyond the restrictions in (2.1.12), by examining nonlinear 
features, and by considering the three-dimensional version. The 
first step, concerning restrictions, involves solving (2.1.4) for 
0(1) values of the frequency parameter O to remove the left 
restriction and, for the removal of the right restriction, solving 
the spatial instability problem for the basic flow consisting simply 
of the detailed Blasius profile but displaced from the surface by a 
region of virtually zero motion (as in Brown, Cheng k Smith (1988)). 
Herein we address the aspects of nonlinearity.
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2.2 The nonlinear governing equations

The nonlinear extension of (2.1.8) stems from (2.1.2) in fact 
and has

(u, V, p, A) -  (n^/\ 0, n^/^) (2.2.1)

with X —» 0(0^/^) Y -+ and the detached shear layer now
takes an unknown shape where we note again the abrupt 0(0"^/^)
X-scale. The governing equations above and below the thin shear
layer or interface are therefore the inviscid versions of (2.1.2),

+ Iÿ  “  ^ ’ (2.2.2a)

+ U f  + Vfn = _|P (2.2.2b)

subject to V = 0 at Y = 0, U ~ Y + A(X,T) as Y —»oo as before but now the 
kinematic constraint at the interface requires

V = II + U|| at Y = S(X,T)db . (2.2.2c)

Here T —* Also, a simple assumption of tangential flow is made
at the solid surface, although that is likely to prove invalid at 
later times: see also (Van Dommelen (1981), Smith & Burggraf (1985), 
Smith (1987), Peridier et al (1991)). If zero vorticity is present 
initially below the shear layer then the solution of (2.2.2a-c)
there produces

U = U(X,T), V = - y |^ (2.2.3)
so t h a t

dV
dT *  « U  ‘

dP  
dX ’ (2.2.4a)

dS
dT

d(su)
d \

=  0 . (2.2.4b)

Above the shear layer, by contrast

u =  Y +  A, V =  - y §  - f  _  a |A
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from (2.2.2a,b) and so (2.2.2c) yields

^ ( S  +  A) + (S +  A ) A ( S  +  A) =  . (2.2.4c)

The nonlinear system controlling U, P, S, A in this case is closed 
by the pressure-displacement law

P(X,T) =  , (2.2.4d)

in view of (2.1.2). As a check the linearized version of (2.2.4a-d), 
for a small disturbance of the uniform state 
U = 0, P = 0, S = A, A = — A, reproduces the dispersion relation
(2.1.8). That suggests something more, however, namely the existence 
of a threshold amplitude for the nonlinear growth of disturbances, 
because of (2.1.9). That is, nonlinear disturbances can grow (if A  
locally exceeds A-crit) in the interval upstream of the linear 
growth point of (2.1.10) or (2.1.11), thus causing substantial 
instability to arise sooner. We note in passing that an upstream 
movement of X-crit, corresponding to reduction of A-crit, also 
results if there is significant reversed flow present in the eddy 
since linearization about U = Uo and S = — A = A  changes (2.1.8) to

+ (Q - oUo)^(n - a?) = 0 . (2.2.5)

Thus if Uq < 0 complex roots for a arise at smaller values of A  than 
for (2.1.8), i.e., as might be expected, reversed flow advances the
critical position of enhanced disturbance growth (see figure 2.3).

Hereinafter we consider the governing equations (2.2.4a-d) and 
their supersonic-flow counterpart with (2.1.2e), and hence (2.2.4d), 
replaced by

P = — . (2.2.4e)

Equations (2.1.2a-d) with (2.2.4e) (and hence (2.2.4a-c,e)) are 
obtained via a transformation analogous to (2.1.1), but the orders 
of magnitude corresponding to (2.2.1) will be different as —A oc X 
far downstream for supersonic breakaway separating motion. We note 
also that the supersonic-flow analogue of much of the above analysis
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goes through with (2.2.4e) replacing (2.1.2e) and (2.2.4d) and hence
(2.1.8) being replaced by

a^A - + iCf = 0 , (2.2.6)

which yields linear spatial instability for all A  > 0. Thus it is 
interesting that separation immediately destabilizes supersonic 
motion, even though attached supersonic motion is stable to the 
original viscous-inviscid waves.

Finally, we note here the effect of the thickness of the 
detached boundary layer, which is implicit in the governing 
equations (2.2.4a-e). The right-hand restriction (2.1.12), in 
requiring the detachment distance to remain small compared with the 
detached boundary-layer thickness, maintains the triple-deck 
structure and hence our starting point is the system (2.1.2a-e), for 
a subsonic main-stream flow. However, the current configuration is 
sufficiently far downstream of the point of separation for the flow 
field to be decomposed into two regions of predominantly inviscid 
motion separated by a thin shear-layer or interface, and a viscous 
wall-layer. The flow in the wall layer is governed by the viscous 
unsteady boundary-layer equations driven by the pressure-gradient 
determined from the inviscid flow above. Hence this layer remains 
passive with respect to the main inviscid flow regions or is assumed 
to be so (see below, however). The displacement across the boundary 
layer, in contrast, requires the matching with the outer inviscid 
motion (in the major part of the boundary layer) and results in the 
flow forms below (2.2.4b), which in turn yield the equation (2.2.4c) 
controlling the expression S+A. This expression (i.e. the difference 
between the scaled shear-layer shape S and the scaled boundary-layer 
displacement — A) is therefore representative of the effect of the 
flow within the detached boundary layer. That is to say, although 
the shear layer is taken to be relatively thin, the overall 
boundary-layer thickness nevertheless produces an effect in the main 
flow-field.
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>  X

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1: The triple-deck, for breakaway separation and for
Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities in (a) — (c), Rayleigh and 
Gortler in (b), (c) and Kelvin-Helmholtz in (c).
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Figure 2.2: Velocity profile beyond separation.
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LHS

U o =  0

Figure 2.3: Effect of eddy velocity Ug on stability, via the left-
hand side of (2.2.5)
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Figure 2.4: Comparisons with experiments (Mezaris et al (1987))
showing disturbance amplitude contours at (a) 0.2 Hz, (b) 0.5 Hz. 
Present prediction (2.1.9) of length is arrowed in each case.
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Chapter Three:
The finite-time break-up 

of separating motion : first analysis
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3.0 Introduction

We have established, in the preceding chapter, the linear 
spatial instability of both subsonic and supersonic breakaway
separating motions. This proneness to instability is also supported
by evidence from experiments on such nonparallel basic flows. In 
practice, it is found that a separating laminar flow can break down 
abruptly in spatial terms with a sudden turbulent reattachment 
occurring just beyond the separation point. See, for example, the 
works of Tani (1964), Caster (1966), Mueller & Batill (1980), Van 
Dyke (1982), Dovgal, Kozlov k Simonov (1987), Kozlov (1987), Mezaris 
et al (1988) and references therein. Nonlinearity plays a key role in 
such extreme phenomena and we now address the system (2.2.4a-e) to 
examine the nonlinear features.

In this chapter we consider the possibility of a certain 
finite-time break-up singularity of the subsonic/supersonic 
separating motion governed by (2.2.4a-e). This singularity would 
result in local eruptions of fluid into the main stream. In §3.1 and 
§§3.2-3.4 we present this break-up solution in the context of 
subsonic mid-scale and subsonic/supersonic full-scale separating
flows respectively. Exhaustive attempts were made to find a 
corresponding break-up solution of the supersonic mid-scale
separating flow. These attempts failed, however, with the leading 
order effects in each case being inconsistent with the requirement 
of a continuous solution (see §3.5). Finally, the analysis of 
§§3.5-3.8 tends to suggest that such a break-up solution of mid-scale 
separating flow may not be possible.
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3.1 A break-up solution for subsonic mid-scale
separating flow

As a start, a possible break-up of the nonlinear unsteady 
separating flow given by (2.2.4a-d) is summarized below. This is 
quite different from, and indeed is more severe than, that for small 
disturbances, as in chapter 2. This finite-time eruption can occur 
locally, around X =  X, say, in the form

(U,P,S,A) ~  ((T,-T)-^/^0, (T,-T)"^P, (T,-T)-^/2s , (T,-T)"^/2a ) (3.1.1a)

as T —»T^— , with X — X,= (T^— T)^^^X where X is 0(1). Strictly, to obtain 
(3.1.1a) we take X — X^= (T^—T)*^X, for n > 0, and find, on substitution 
into (2.2.4a-d) that n for all terms to remain at leading order. 
From (2.2.4a-d) the controlling equations for the break-up are

i ( ( X  + 0)0) = -2^  , (3.1.1b)

^ ( ( X  + 20)S) = 0 , (3.1.1c)dX

^ ( ( X - t - S  + Â)(S + Â)) = —2 ^  , (3.1.Id)

m  -

with 0, P, S, Â all tending to zero as |X| —»oo. If it exists, the 
solution of (3.1.1b-e) is to have a split form analogous with that 
of Brown, Cheng & Smith (1988), shown (actually for the supersonic 
case) in §3.2 below, for a related full-scale unsteady separation
occurring on a more global scale (see below); the latter is in fact 
a far-downstream form of the present mid-scale unsteady separation. 
Thus, if the above is correct, the present unsteady separating flow 
tends to become focussed in the streamwise direction but expands
laterally (i.e. S becomes unbounded), inducing an enhanced local 
pressure variation. Beyond the break-up above a much stronger Euler- 
type flow can come into play if the breakdown is sufficiently far 
beyond the separation point.

The subsequent analysis tends to point, however, to a finite
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time singularity that is distinct from that of (3.1.1a-e) and, 
indeed, is felt more likely to occur. This subsequent analysis is 
performed for the supersonic regime as the matters involved become 
clearer in that regime.
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3.2 A break-up solution for supersonic full-scale
separating flow

In the investigation for a supersonic-flow break-up analogous 
to that given in §3.1 above, the solution of Brown, Cheng k Smith 
(1988) is found to be central to the argument and is thus presented 
here, for the supersonic case, for clarity and completeness. They 
consider a slender two-dimensional airfoil of thickness-to-chord 
ratio h placed symmetrically in a uniform stream U^. The fluid is 
taken to be inviscid and a free streamline leaves the body at some 
point ahead of the trai1ing-edge and forms an eddy, or separated 
region, to the rear of the airfoil. The velocity components in the 
direction of, and perpendicular to, the line of symmetry of the flow 
are U^u, and the corresponding coordinates are /r, ly where / is
the chord length and the origin is at the leading edge; the pressure 
is where is the constant density at infinity, and is
the time. The equation y =  S { x ^ t ) of the eddy boundary is one of the 
unknowns.

On the assumption that the thickness ratio A <C 1, and that the 
eddy width is also 0(A), the flow may be considered in two regions. 
Outside the airfoil and eddy combination the flow is quasi-steady on 
a long time-scale i = 0 { h ~ ^ ^ ^ ) and is a linear perturbation of the free 
stream. Thus p is 0(A) and the value of p(r,0,f) is, for supersonic 
flow, given by slender-airfoi1 theory as

p(r,0,0 = /(x) or ff(^’0  , (3.2.1)

according as x < Xq, x > Xg where y =  /(x) is the equation of the 
airfoil and Xq is the point of departure of the streamline from the
body. Ve shall not be concerned with the value of Xq which could, in
principle, be determined by a triple-deck smooth separation
condition or fixed at a corner in the airfoil geometry.

In the interior of the eddy the flow is nonlinear and is 
assumed to be slow moving with v = 0 { h ^ ^ ^ ) and p= 0(A), in a
region in which x = 0(l) but y z z O { h ) since the eddy width is 
comparable with the thickness of the airfoil. These scalings are 
necessary for continuity of p at the interface or thin shear layer
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and for an unsteady— nonlinear— pressure-gradient balance in the 
Navier-Stokes x-momentum equation. For viscosity to be unimportant it 
is necessary that > ”1» R being a representative Reynolds
number. With this condition, and A >C 1, the governing equations in 
the eddy are

#  + # = 0  ' #  + " #  + "I: = - Ê  ' ° = - l ’

whence, since the pressure is independent of y, p is given by 
p(x,0,f) in (3.2.1). The system (3.2.2) holds for x >  Xq and its 
solutions are to have, as material surfaces of the fluid, y = S ( ^ X j t )  

above, and the airfoil y=/(x) below.
Assuming an initially zero distribution of vorticity in the 

eddy, we find that u remains independent of y for all x, y, i . In this
case u = m(x, <), y ^  + — equation (3.2.2b) reduces to

= (3.2.3)

and the kinematic condition that at the eddy boundary
y = S { x , i )  becomes, when y is set equal to S in the expression for v 

given above,

with / = 0 for values of x beyond the trailing edge. . .
The system of equations governing u, p, S is thus (3.2.3),

(3.2.4) and (3.2.1). If, instead of a zero vorticity, we take ^ = G ,  
for constant negative vorticity G, a similar analysis goes through, 
incidentally (see Brown, Cheng & Smith (1988)).

The nonlinear break-up solution of the above system proposed 
in the above paper has (figure 3.1)

( u , p , S )  ~  (3.2.5a)

as i tends to the break-up time locally near x=x^ say, with

x - x ^  =  . (3.2.5b)
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For a solution local to (a?,,<,) we require ü, p, S to tend to zero as 
IXI —+00, and S must also remain nonnegative since it represents the 
scaled eddy width. The governing equations for this break-up are 
then

^ ( ( x  + 2ü)S) = 0 , (3.2.6a)

(x + û)û) = - 2 ^  , (3.2.6b)

p(x) = 0  (3.2.6c)

from substitution into (3.2.1), (3.2.3), (3.2.4), which on
integration yield the two equations

(ix + Û)S = C , |(x + û)ü + s' = D (3.2.7a,b)

for 0, S, where C, D are constants. Ve see immediately that (3.2.7a) 
is unacceptable with the same nonzero C for all x since ü —+ 0 as
|x|—>00 and such a C cannot be both positive and negative. Hence we
seek a solution with C = 0  and find that it has the following split 
form :

Ü = — |x , (3.2.8a)

p = i(x^-x^) , (3.2.8b)

S =  ̂ ( x  + 2x+)(x-x+)^ (3.2.8c)

for -2x+ < X < x+;

Ü = —|x -f 5(x^-x+) for x > x^ , (3.2.8d)

Û =  —|x - i(x^-x^) for X < -2x+ , (3.2.8e)

p = S = 0 for X > x+ , X < —2x+ . (3.2.8f)

Here the positive constant x^ fixes the end-points of the
increasingly large eddy that is produced locally and x^ depends on 
the precise starting conditions of the nonlinear unsteady separating
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flow. The weak irregularities in the solution (3.2.8a-f) at the 
end-points x = — 2x^ and x =  x+ (see figure 3.2) are smoothed out by 
higher-order effects in adjustment regions in the neighbourhood of 
the end-points. These are discussed below in §3.3 and §3.4.
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3.3 The downstream adjustment region at x=x+

The neighbourhood of x = x ^  is considered by setting

->r with 6 <  ( < . (3.3.1a)X

and

(3.3.1b)

the powers of (<, — /) following from the transformation (3.2.5a, b). 
It is expected that the precise dependence of the scale 6 on ( is 
determined by the initial conditions. Under (3.3.1a, b) the governing 
equations (3.2.1), (3.2.3), (3.2.4) reduce, on integration, to

üS = c+ , s' = d+ + |x+f - 0^ 28  ̂ (3.3.2)

where c^ (>0), d_|_ are constants. The match with the outer solution 
(3.2.8a-d,f) is achieved, regardless of the values of the constants 
c ^ , d^, provided that (3.3.2) has a solution in which

S ~  1^+^^ as  ̂ ►-o o  , S ~ (2c^/x_|_^)^/^ as  ̂ ++oo (3.3.3)

with S > 0. If we write

, = 2c;^/^x;^/^(d+ + 'x+() , z (t,) = , (3.3.4)

the above is equivalent to requiring a solution of

z '  =  T] — z~ ^ with z ~  i as 7/ —  ̂ ±oo , (3.3.5)

in which z remains positive over (— oo, oo). The solution of (3.3.5) 
is now known to exist (Brown, Cheng k Smith (1988)).
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3.4 The upstream adjustment region at x=-2x+

In the same manner as above we return again to the unsteady
equations (3.2.1), (3.2.3), (3.2.4) and write

i-i, = - « + ( < , - +  AC with A  <  ((,-0*^^ , (3.4.1a)
and

S =  A(<.-0"'s(C) , , (3.4.1b)

in this adjustment region, obtained in the same way as (3.3. la, b).
This time the governing equations become

(— x_|_ + u) S — c_ , —x^_u 4* ^u^ = —S + d_ , (3.4.2)

where c_, d_ are constants. We find that d_ = —gx^ to match with the 
outer solution (3.2.8a-c,e , f ) , as

S —*  ̂ — > — oo , S ~   ̂ as  ̂—* +00 (3.4.3)Vo

then. The normalized form of (3.4.2), (3.4.3) is then

z' = 1 — z“  ̂ with z ~ q, 1 as t; —> ±  oo (3.4.4)
where

T] =  2"'*3^/^c:^x^( , z(q) = 2"^3^/^c:^x+S(() . (3.4.5)

The equation (3.4.4) is integrable and yields an implicit equation
for z with the required asymptotic forms at ±oo.
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3.5 Seeking a corresponding break-up solution for
supersonic mid-scale separating flow

The possibility of the break-up forms described above suggests 
an investigation for the existence of a corresponding break-up 
solution of the supersonic mid-scale unsteady separating flow 
governed by

i  + =  0  , (3.5.1a)

H  +  =  0 . (3.5.1b)

^ ( S  +  A) + (S + A ) ^ ( S  +  A) —  , (3.5.1c)

where (2.2.4e) has been used to eliminate the pressure P from 
equations (2.2.4a-c). We suppose then that this break-up may occur 
at time T = T^— 0 in the neighbourhood of an unknown station X = X, with

X-X, = (T,-T)’''̂ x , (U,S,A) ~  (T,-T)-'/^(0(X),S(X),A(X)) , (3.5.2)

where X=0(1). Substitution of (3.5.2) into (3.5.1a-c) yields a 
system analogous to (3.1.1b-e) with (3.1.1c) unchanged. It is due to 
equation (3.1.1c) that a split form is required here again, as 
above, and the crucial question is whether the resulting weak 
discontinuities in the solutions can be accommodated (by appeal to
higher-order effects) in the local adjustment regions, as they can 
in the global account of §§3.2-3.4. Analysis of the system (3.5.1a-c) 
with (3.5.2) in a number of configurations akin to and including
that given by (3.2.8a-f) fails to yield a satisfactory solution, 
since it is found that one or both adjustment regions is unable to 
achieve the necessary smoothing of the discontinuities. This result 
tends to suggest that this account, i.e. (3.5.2), may not be 
possible, although clearly the fact that we cannot find a smooth
solution is no proof that one does not exist.

To strengthen this notion we consider the related system with 
(3.5.1c) replaced by

^ ( S  + A) + (S + A)^(S + A) = € , (3.5.1c)
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where € > 0 is a constant. The case c =  l returns us to the system 
(3.5.1a-c), whereas the case c=0 yields the system (3.2.1), (3.2.3),
(3.2.4) (putting /=0 without loss of generality) when we set — A =  S 
to satisfy (3.5.1c*) identically. It may be stated then that we are 
investigating the hypothesis that the current break-up solution 
(i.e. (3.5.2) or §§3.2-3.4) exists for c = l. Under this hypothesis we 
might expect the solution of (3.5. la, b, c ) for small e also to be 
given by that of §§3.2-3.4 at leading order, with the higher 0(e) 
effects remaining negligible in the limit c— >0. Alternatively, if the 
solution given by that of §§3.2-3.4 is not the terminal one in the 
limit f—»0, i.e. the higher 0(f) effects are significant then, we 
would have strong evidence to reject the hypothesis.

To study this situation we suppose that e <C 1, then, in 
(3.5.la, b , c’) and assume a perturbation solution of the form

(U,S,A) = (Uq5 Sq» Aq) + e(U|,Sj,Aj) + (U2, Sg, Ag ) +  • (3.5.3)

Substitution of (3.5.3) into the system (3.5.la, b, c‘) and equating 
terms with like powers of c yields a system of successive equations 
for Uq , U j etc. At leading order, 0(1), we obtain

aUo
dT

dUg _ d^Ag 
^ 0 dX - 0X2 ’ (3.5.4a)

dSo
d l

, ^(SoUo) _  0
^ dx - ^ ’ (3.5.4b)

i) + (Sg + Ag)^(Sg + Ag) =  0 . (3.5.4c)+

As mentioned above here we take — Ag = Sq , thus satisfying (3.5.4c) 
identically, and we arrive at the system governing the global 
separation of §§3.2-3.4. Hence we can write down the split-form 
break-up solution for Uq , Sq , Aq given by

(X-XJ =  (T,-T)'/^X,

(Uo,Sc,,Ao) ~  (T,-T)-'/2(0o(X),§o(X),Âo(X)) , (3.5.5)

where the X-axis is divided into the three main regions
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— oo < X < — 2X^, —2X+ < X < X ^ _ ,  X ^ < X < o o ,  where X^ > 0, and the
adjustment regions at X = —2X^ and X =  X^.

We consider (3.5.4a-c), (3.5.5) to be the basic solution and
seek the 0(c) perturbations Uj, Sj, Aj from analysis of the next 
successive set of equations from (3.5.la, b, c’), (3.5.3). The
governing equations for these 0(c) perturbations Uj, Sj, Aj are found 
to be

' W  ’ (3.5.6a)

^  +  |f(SoUi+SiUo) = 0 , (3.5.6b)

^(Si+Aj) + ^ ( S q+Ao)(Si+A j)) =  , (3.5.6c)

where the final right-hand term acts as a forcing effect.
With (3.5.5) as the basic solution, we seek analogous forms

for U|, Sj, Aj and find, for all terms to balance in (3.5.6a-c), that
similarly

(Ui,Si,A,) ~ (T,-T)-'/: (Ù,(X),S,(X),Â,(X)) . (3.5.7)

Substitution of (3.5.5), (3.5.7) into (3.5.6a-c) yields

10, +  1x0', +  (OoO,)' = I "  , (3.5.8a)

Is, + IXSÎ + (§oO,+S,Üo)' =  0 , (3.5.8b)

^(Sj+Â,) + ^X(S,+Â,) = —Sq (3.5.8c)

as the system governing the 0(c) break-up solutions Üj, Sj, Aj. These
may be integrated once to obtain

(^X+Uq)Oj = Âj + D , (3.5.9a)

(iX+Oo)Si + SqOi = C , (3.5.9b)

iX(Si+Ai) = -So + B , (3.5.9c)
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where B, C, D are constants. Any solutions of (3.5.9a-c) must also 
tend to zero as |X|-+co, which is clear from the transformation
(3.5.7). From (3.2.8a-f) we see that (3.5.9b) can be satisfied only
for C =  0 (c.f C =  0 of §3.2), as Sq =  0 for |X| —»oo requires Sj to be
nonnegative then. This in turn fixes Sj =  0 for X < — 2X^, X > X^ and
Oj =  0 for — 2X+ < X < X_|_. This is as expected as (3.2.7a) determines
the split form of the global break-up solution and this equation
remains unchanged when we consider the new system (3.5.1a-c). Thus 
Sq, Üq define the whole solution in these regions. With this, and due 
to the split form of the basic solution (3.2.8a-f) for Üq, Sq, Aq, we 
must consider equations (3.5.9a-c) separately in the three main 
regions. Also, if necessary, we permit discontinuities in 0^, Sj, Aj 
at the end-points X = — 2X̂ _ and X = X^. On substitution for Oq, Sq, Aq 

from (3.2.8a-f) into (3.5.9a-c) we find the governing equations for 
Oj, Sj, Aj to be;

-l(f-X^)^/^Oj = Âj + D_ , (3.5.10a)

-l(f-X+)^/^Sj = 0 , (3.5.10b)

lX(Sj+Aj) = B_ (3.5.10c)

for X < -2X+;
-/0 = Aj +  D , (3.5.11a)

^ ( X  + 2X+)(X-X+)^0j =  0 , (3.5.11b)

^X(Sj+Aj) = —g (X^ — X^) + B , (3.5.11c)

for — 2X^ < X < X_|_; and

l(f-X^)^/^Oj =  , (3.5.12a)

l(f-X^)^/^Sj = 0 , (3.5.12b)

iX(Sj+Ai) = B̂ . (3.5.12c)
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for X < — 2X_p. Here the introduction of the extra constants B_,
and D_ allow for the possibility of discontinuities at X =  — 2X^, 

X = X_̂  and they will be determined, together with B and D, in the 
following analysis.

In order to maintain the current configuration we must insist
that Oj, Sj, Aj are nonsingular for all values of X. As a result, we
see immediately that B =  —|X^ from (3.5.11c) when X =  0. Similarly, we 
see that =  2B_|_/X^ from (3.5.12a-c) as X —»X^+0. By trial, then, it
is found that the adjustment regions, of §3.3, §3.4 and discussed
below, can accommodate only the situation in which Uj, Sj, Aj are 
continuous at X =  X^ (cf. Oq , Sq are also continuous there). Therefore 
B_|_ =  —§X^ and the solutions to (3.5.10a-c), (3.5.11a-c), (3.5.12a-c) 
are given by:

Oi =  ( ^  - , S, = 0 ,

Aj = 2B_/X for X < -2X+ , (3.5.13a-c)

Oj =  0 , Sj = (D-1)(X-X+) ,

Aj = D(X^-X) -lX_^ for -2X+ < X < X+ , (3.5.14a-c)

U

r.2Aj = -X+/4X for X > X+ (3.5.15a-c)

The equations for the downstream adjustment region at X = X ^  
(see below) require D = —^ which actually determines the discontinuity 
of Sj at X = — 2X_|_. At the upstream edge, in the neighbourhood of the 
point X =  — 2X _̂, the appropriate adjustment region determines the 
discontinuity in Aj which, as it will emerge, leads to B_ =  —|X^. The 
continuity of Oj at the upstream edge is not determined by the 
current leading-order analysis. This is due to the requirement of 
the scalings in (3.7.1b) below. Nevertheless we might expect to find 
that D_ = “ , as D^ = D =  ~  also, although this may prove invalid in an
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appeal to higher-order effects. This suggests the discontinuity of 0^ 
at X = — 2X^ (see figure 3.3). The solution we have described in this 
section is illustrated in figure 3.3, where we have anticipated the 
results of §§3.6, 3.7 below that Oj, S^, Aj are continuous at the 
downstream end, and Uj, Sj, Aj have determinate discontinuities at 
the upstream end.
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3.6 The downstream adjustment region at X=X+ (revisited)

To discuss the adjustment region we must return to the full 
unsteady mid-scale equations (3.5.6a-c). Ve examine the
neighbourhood of X =  X^ by setting

X - X ,  = (T,-T)'/^X+ +  with 6 <  (T,-1)^/2  ̂ (3.6.1a)
and

Ul ~  , S, ~  «(T,-T)''Si({) ,

A, ~  4X+(T.-T)-'/^ + i(T.-T) 'a ,(«) (3.6.1b)

in (3.5.6a-c). The powers of (T^ — T) follow from the transformation
(3.5.7) together with (3.6.1a). The linear behaviour of Sj, Aj at X_|_ 
leads to the factor 6 in Sj, Aj, and the term in Uj arises
because Üj in (3.5.15a) has a square-root singularity at X^ when D^, 
B_j_ are chosen so that Uj is continuous at X^. The continuity of Uj, 
S j , Aj at X_|_ is also implied in (3.6.1b). The leading terms in 
(3.5.6a-c) are

Â" = 0 , (OoS])' = 0 , lx+(s; + x;) - lx+ =  -§o (3.6.2)

and immediately we see that this adjustment region will fail in the 
present configuration, given by (3.6.1b), as Oj does not appear in
(3.6.2). The relative error of terms containing Uj is 6 (T^—T)^/^ and
so we must actually have

Uj ~ 6"'/^(T,-T)"^/^0j(O (3.6.3)

locally, which results in (3.6.2) being altered to the following 
system:

(OoOj = Â" , (OoS, + SoO,)' = 0 , P+(s; +  a',) - lx+ =  - s "  .

On integration this yields
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UqU i =  Aj +  d̂ . , (3.6.4a)

UqSi + SqOi =  , (3.6.4b)

|X^^Si + Ai^ - =  — Sq +  , (3.6.4c)

which are to determine the adjustment solutions Uj, S^, Aj. The known 
forcing coefficients Oq, Sq are those of §3.3.

So we see that Uj, in this adjustment region, is required to be 
an order of magnitude greater than it is just outside, where 
|X — X^|— >0, the relative change in scaling being S ^(T^ — Thus, 
from (3.5.15a) as |X — X^|—>0 and (3.6.3), the matching required for
O j would be violated if = or greater as | ̂  | — » oo. Hence we
need = as | ̂  | —» oo and then assume the matching for Oj to be
achieved at higher order. Also, in order to match with the outer 
solutions for Sj, Aj we require

Sj ~ Aj ~ at — oo, and Sj = ô ^̂ , Aj ~  at +oo . (3.6.5a)

Substitution of these required asymptotic forms into (3.6.4a-c) then 
determines d^ = D = —

i~8c^/(X^^^) as oo and Sj ~  ̂ 2c ^ / X ^ ^ ^ a s  »4-oo , (3.6.5b)U

where we note that the forms (3.6.5b) satisfy the necessary decay 
conditions. The behaviour of Uj at +oo is, as yet, undetermined but, 
as we shall see below, it also satisfies the matching requirements.

The equations (3.6.4a-c) may be combined with the first of 
equations (3.3.2) to give

—/ — 2c. /—/ 1  ̂ \ CiCi A
^1 “ ■^'^1 “ ° “ 8%+f “ ^+) +  “ f2 D (3.6.6)

and the match with the outer solution (3.5.14a-3.5.15c) is achieved, 
regardless of the values of the constants b^, c_|_, provided that
(3.6.6) has a solution in which Aj ~  as ^ —» — oo and Aj ~  as
( —» 4-00. This equation is forced by the solution of the second of 
equations (3.3.2) and a transformation combining (3.3.4) with
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f(?) =  ,

«1 -  2 c - '/^ x y ^ c ^ , tfj =  c:j:'/^x:;:^/^(d+-2b^) ( 3 .6 .7 )

leaves us requiring a solution of

f'-2z-3f = 2z-3(z'-lq + 92)+*iZ-2-2D
with

f ~  |r; as |t;|-+oo , (3.6.8)

which is now to be forced by (3.3.5). The solution of (3.6.8) is
given by

f(r/) ' e^^'^V-3^(z'(f;)-l^ + 02) +  ̂ ^ - 2 D ) d 7 )  (3.6.9a)
Joo \ Z  (Ü )  z ( ^ )  J

where
*(7) = 4 ^  ■ (3.6.9b)J — 00 z )

The lower limits of the integrals in (3.6.9a, b) have been chosen so
that f(^) has the desired properties (see below). It remains only to
obtain the asymptotic forms for f(%) as 17; | —»00 from (3.6.9a, b) to
confirm that they agree with those of (3.6.8).

Ve know that z ~ as r;— >— (X), which tells us, via (3.6.9b), 
that #(%) ~ with the lower limit in (3.6.9b) ensuring this
result. Then substitution for z into the right hand side of (3.6.9a) 
gives

1 6 „ — 5 f 77 1 6 —— 5 ,

(1 - + •••) %(l +

^T] as t; —+ — (X)

which is as required. Similarly, as r;—>+00, we know that z ^  7; 
which, as above, supplies us with the following
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f ~  y  (’ +  -)dS,

^  \ t} as 7/ —> 4-00,

where the lower limit is chosen to avoid exponential growth of f(q) 
here. This shows the existence of the solution to (3.6.8) and so the 
asymptotic requirements (3.6.5a, b) are also met. Ve are now in a 
position to fix the behaviour of Uj as »4-oo, which was not 
determined by the above leading order analysis.

Firstly, we see from the equation (3.3.5) that

-1/2 _ 1^-3 ^ ... +00. (3.6.10)

Secondly, on substitution of (3.6.10) into (3.6.8) for t; >• 1 we 
obtain

and hence
f ~  — $2 4* at 4-00 ,

1- 2b,A| ~  + — —  “h ••• +00. (3.6.11)

Then substitution of (3.6.11) into (3.6.4a) together with the far- 
downstream form for Oq from §3.3 fixes 0^ = which satisfies the
requirement that Oj = With this result, finally, we have
established the solutions for Oj, Sj, Aj for this downstream
adjustment region and we note the necessary extra scaling of Uj in
(3.6.3).

This extra scaling of Uj for |X— X^| -Cl may affect the
hierarchy of (3.5.3), however, and so we investigate this
possibility. By consideration of the governing equations (3.5.4a-c) 
versus (3.5.6a-c), or from Uq versus eUj, we see that this hierarchy 
breaks down when

^i/2(t ^_T)-3/4 _  c6“^/2(t ^_t )“ /̂̂  ,
i.e. when

(5(T,-T)~^/2 - c. (3.6.12)

This balance (3.6.12) is bound to occur as T —» T^ — 0 and the
consequence of this is addressed below.
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3.7 The upstream adjustment region at X=-2X+ (revisited)

This adjustment region determines the discontinuity in Aj at 
the leading edge, i.e. it determines the constant B_ in (3.5.13a). 
Ve return again to the unsteady mid-scale equations (3.5.6a-c) and 
write

X - X ,  =  -2X^(T,-T)'/2 + A( with A  <  (T,-T)'/2 , (3.7.1a)

and in a manner analogous to that of §3.6 find that

U, ~ A->0,(O, s, ~ (T,-T)->/2§,(4 ), Ai ~ (T.-T)-’/^Âi(0, (3.7.1b)

for the desired terms in (3.5.13a-c) to dominate. This time, then,
the leading-order terms are

(OoOi)'-X+0; = Â", (OoSi + SoOi)'-X+s'i=0, -X+(s , + a J  = -§o

so that, using §3.4,
^Uq— X_|_̂ Uj = Aj + d_ , (3.7.2a)

(Oo-X^)Si + SqOi = c _ , (3.7.2b)

— X̂ ,̂ Sj +  Aĵ  = —Sg + b_ , (3.7.2c)

where b_, c_, d_ are constants. Now as ^ — » +oo (3.7.2a-c) must lead 
to a match with the outer solution (3.5.11a-c), i.e.

S i  3(d -1)x+, Ai ~ (3D-l)x+, 0, = «{UT') (3.7.3a)

then; the last of the asymptotes (3.7.3a) is obtained in the same 
way as above with Oj =  0 for X = — 2X̂ _ + 0. With these, (3.7.2a-c) at 
4-00 fix b_ =  —|X^, c_ = d_ =  0. Similarly, matching with (3.5.10a-c)
finally gives B_ = b_,

U1 = o(UI , Sj = ô lj, Aj ~ gX_|_ as  ̂ -oo, (3.7.3b)
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thus fixing the discontinuity in Aj. Again, the orders of magnitude 
in (3.7.3a, b) are shown to be satisfied by a higher-order analysis 
(see below).

Elimination of Uj, Sj from (3.7.2a-c) gives

A  - § A  =
with

Aj Ï ^3 D— at ^  oo , (3.7.4)

which is forced by the solution Sg of (3.4.2). Writing 
f (r;) A|(^) , together with (3.4.5) we arrive at

f' - 2z-3f = + l),
with

f g, ^4D — at ^ oo (3.7.5)

now coupled with (3.4.4). The method of solution of (3.7.5) follows
the same lines as in §3.6 with

f(,) =  _c-*(q) r
^  J^o z3(q)

and
*(%) =  - f' 4 ^  > (3.7.6a,b)J OO Z (77)

where is a constant. Again the lower limits of the integrals in 
(3.7.6.a,b) will be justified below.

Firstly, as r j—* —oo we have z ~ 1, a result implying that 
^(7;) ~ —2rj with the lower limit in (3.7.6b) chosen not to be —00. To 
avoid exponential growth of f(%) we must have t]q ^  —00 also, thus 
giving, from (3.7.6a),

f ~  f"

g as Tj —> —00.

This result is unaffected by the value of the constant tjq due to the 
exponential growth of the integrand in (3.7.6a) as t] —* —o o . Secondly, 
z ~ 77 as 7;—♦4-00 combined with the lower limit in (3.7.6b) means
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#(%) ^  T} ^ . Therefore

Now we see that t]q =  oo would result in f t;  ̂here, which is
inadmissible. Thus t/q ^  ±00 and so tjq is an 0(1) constant, giving

^ ~  §(l - 2̂ +  ' ) (1 +  ̂  +  *•*) “ 0̂

~ iO“W +

say, where f̂  is a constant. Therefore we must have f „ =| — 6D,
fixing fg , which in turn fixes the 0^1^ constant t̂q - note,
however, that (3.7.5) is unaffected by an origin shift and so, for 
convenience, we can set t]q =  0 , say, i.e. f(0)=0.

So the boundary conditions for Aj are met and we now show that
the decay requirements of (3.7.3a, b) are also met. For (3.7.3a) we 
first obtain, from (3.4.4),

z ~ 7/ 4- Tj~^ + ••• as 7; —» +00 (3.7.7)

and then, from (3.7.5) combined with (3.7.7),

f ~ 4D — I + ^4D — 1̂ 7;“  ̂ + ••• as 7/ —> + 00.
Hence

Oj ~  Aj =  + 00,

from (3.7.2a), as required. To show (3.7.3b), we note that

z ~  1 +  Zge^^ + as 7; — » — 00,

where Zg is an arbitrary constant, thus giving f̂  and so, from
(3.7.2b),

tJi ~ Sj =  O^e^^^ =  0̂1 ( I as ( — » —00.
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With this we conclude that the solution to (3.7.2a-c) exists and
satisfies all the requirements in (3.7.3a, b).

However, the revision of the scalings implicit in (3.7.1b)
also results in the breakdown of the hierarchy of (3.5.3), when

6(T,-T)-^/2 -  c as T T,-0,

similarly to the breakdown in §3.6. Ve address this also in the next 
section.
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3.8 Concluding remarks

There are two main points to make in conclusion here. First, 
as was mentioned above in §3.5, the fact that we cannot find 
satisfactory solutions of equations (3.5.1a-c) in the form given by
(3.5.2) is clearly not a rigorous proof that such a solution does 
not exist. Indeed, due to the nonlinearity of the governing
equations resulting from (3.5.1a-c) with (3.5.2), i.e. the
supersonic-flow analogue of (3.1.1b-e) with (3.1.le) replaced by

P(X) = - a'(X) , (3.8.1)

there can be no certainty as to whether such a satisfactory solution 
exists. Nevertheless, we have used in §§3.5-3.7 an intuitive approach 
by considering the related system (3.5. la, b, c'). Ve noted that the 
case e=l yields the system (3.5.1a-c) whereas the case f=0 returns 
us to the system (3.2.1), (3.2.3), (3.2.4) which has the known
finite-time break-up solution given by (3.2.5a, b). The analysis of
§§3.5-3.7 for the ‘changeover’ case c <C 1 showed that, in the limit
e— >0, the terminal solution of (3.5. la, b, c*) is not that given by
(3.2.5a, b). This result is contrary to what we might expect if we
assume the existence of a solution for 6 =  1. It was shown that the
higher-order, 0(6), effects become significant when

6(T,-T)“ /̂2 -  6 (3.8.2)

as T — »Tg— 0, so that a new time-stage is entered when (3.8.2) holds.
Further analysis of (3.5.la, b, c*) with (3.8.2) would yield the new
balance of terms in this time-stage but the key factor is that it
would be distinct from the current one. Thus we suggest that the
analysis of §§3.5-3.7 represents strong evidence against the 
existence of a solution of system (3.5.1a-c) in the form proposed by
(3.5.2).

Second, and in spite of the above, the connection between the 
two systems is clear and is crystallized in the fact that, as
mentioned in §3.1, the ful1-scale separation (3.2.1), (3.2.3),
(3.2.4) is a far-downstream form of the mid-scale unsteady
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separating motion governed by (2.2.4a-c,e). For interest and 
completeness, now, we substantiate this remark and note that it 
holds in both the subsonic-f low and supersonic-f low cases. For a 
far-downstream analysis we suppose that the departure of the free 
shear layer from the fixed surface is relatively large and given by

S =  HS where H 1 . (3.8.3)

Similarly, we suppose that the free shear layer thickness is small 
compared with the departure distance, i.e.

B = S +  A <  H. (3.8.4)

Then, from (2.2.4a-c,e), we see that

U -  p _  HX-i, T -  H-i/2)̂ 3/2̂  B ~ Hi/2x-i/2 (3.8.5)

for a complete leading-order balance of terms. The last of these, 
together with (3.8.4), implies that |X| locally. To place
ourselves far downstream of the separation point we set

X = L + A X  where A  <C L . (3.8.6)

Then, for supersonic separation say, we have S ~ L. Therefore L = H 
and this new balance of terms holds when

<  A  <  H. (3.8.7)

Thus the forms of (3.8.3-7) yield the following transformations for 
the far-downstream solutions:

X = 0(H) + AX, T =

U = P =  HA"ip, (S,A) =  H(S,A) +  0(H^/^A"^/^). (3.8.8)

Then, with A =  — S +  B in (2.2.4a, e), substitution of (3.8.8) into
(2.2.4a, b, e) yields the system (3.2.1), (3.2.3), (3.2.4) controlling
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Û, p, s with (2.2.4c) being redundant at leading order, for the 
range of local scales A  satisfying (3.8.7).
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Figure 3.1: Finite-time eddy break-up in §§3.2-3.4
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Figure 3.2: The large-scale supersonic eddy: values of S,
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Figure 3.3: The 0 ( e )  perturbations Üj, Sj, Âj for the mid-scale
system (3.5.la,b, o')
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Chapter Four: 
Numerical grid generation
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4.1 Introduction

The analysis in the preceding chapter suggests that if a 
finite-time break-up of the mid-scale system (2.2.4a-c,e) exists, it 
is distinct from that of the related large-scale system (3.2.1),
(3.2.3), (3.2.4). Hence we now turn to a numerical treatment of the 
unsteady nonlinear governing equations (2.2.4a-c, e). As it will 
emerge, the mid-scale system (2.2.4a-c,e) can admit a finite-time 
break-up solution which is distinct from that for the large-scale 
flow. In this chapter we describe in detail a method of numerical 
adaptive-gridding which was developed in order to capture this 
break-up solution in the numerical calculations.

In Computational Fluid Dynamics the provision of a ‘good’ 
computational grid is essential for the production of a high quality 
flow solution. The precise quantities which make a particular grid a 
good one are not always clear and could be dependent upon the flow 
situation in question. However, it is believed that such a grid 
should be smooth and, in order to avoid large solution errors, the 
grid nodes should be close together where rapid solution variation 
occurs. Also, in regions of slow solution variation, the grid nodes 
may be more widely spaced in order to economize on computing time 
and storage.

Computational grids are often generated with these simple 
principles in mind, and nodes are clustered where rapid solution 
variation may be expected, such as (in full Navier-Stokes 
computations) in the vicinity of aerofoil leading edges. However, 
certain features of the solution, such as the location of shock 
waves, are in general unknown at the time the grid is generated and 
before the solution is obtained. In these regions the solution may 
be varying rapidly, but the grid may not be particularly dense; 
hence truncation errors will probably be large there. In order to 
overcome such problems much effort has been devoted in recent years 
to developing procedures which adapt the grid to the solution in 
some way, permitting a better solution to be obtained. Examples of 
such procedures are given by Catherall (1991), Eiseman (1987) and 
Hawken, Hansen k Gottlieb (1991).

Catherall (1991) and Eiseman (1987) achieve the adaptive
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redistribution of grid points by application of the principle of 
equidistribution, whereby the product of a local weight function, w, 
and the grid spacing, dx, is made constant;

wdx = constant , (4.1.1)

where w is some appropriate measure of local solution activity 
(usually indicated by high solution gradients). The aim is to 
achieve an approximate equidistribution of the truncation error, 
which is normally some power of the product of the grid spacing and 
a function of solution gradients, so minimizing the maximum 
truncation error. After solving (4.1.1) for x it may be seen that 
the node spacing dx will be small where solution activity is high, 
and large where there is little activity. A deficiency of this 
method lies in the fact that the resulting grid spacings are 
nonuniform and so the truncation error is only of first order in the 
grid spacing dx. Also, for unsteady systems involving time 
derivatives, interpolation of the solution onto the new grid is 
necessary^ toiUoU Aurvier icct̂

Hawken, Hansen & Gottlieb (1991) overcome this obstacle by 
transforming to a numerical coordinate system that moves with the 
nodes and in which the nodes are equidistributed such that the new 
coordinate system is uniformly distributed. This idea is used here 
to develop the current grid generating procedure, although we should 
remark that the current work was carried out independently of the 
previous.
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4.2 A grid-transformation procedure

To fix matters we consider systems of unsteady, one
dimensional partial differential equations in which the coordinate 
system, (x,t), is transformed to a new coordinate system, (x,t), via 
the relation

X =  g(x, t) , (4.2.1)

for some smooth function g(x,t) which we may choose in order to meet
our particular requirements. This is different from the method of
Hawken, Hansen & Gottlieb (1991) who seek to minimize an error 
measure to effect the grid adaptation.

The partial derivatives, namely ^  and combinations of
these, are also transformed via (4.2.1) and the transformed versions 
must be obtained. To this end, we note that differentiation with 
respect to t, keeping x fixed, transforms in the following way:

H  + i â  • (4-2.2)

Similarly, for differentiation with respect to x, keeping t fixed, 
we have

à  - Ë à -  ( 4 - 2 . 3 )

Expressions for ^  and —  in (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) are needed and are 
found by performing the same operations on (4.2.1) to obtain

and

respectively. Substitution for ^  and ^  from the above into (4.2.2) 
and (4.2.3) yields

dt dt ~  ( g f / l l ) ^  ’ (4.2.4a)

à - (mYà (4-2.4b)
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for the transformed derivatives. So an extra factor proportional to 
the grid velocity will appear in the transformed partial
differential equations.

It now remains to choose a suitable function g(x,t). As
(4.2.1) defines a transformation of the coordinate system we suppose 
that the function g(x,t) should be smooth, strictly monotonie 
increasing and, for our purposes of adaptive gridding, should be 
sensitive to the local solution activity. The last requirement may 
be interpreted as requiring the function g(x, t) to have a small 
slope in regions of high solution activity. Also, in order to 
economize on computation, the slope may be allowed to become 
relatively large in regions of slow solution variation. Herein we
discuss the option of g(x,t) as a function of solution gradients 
(cf. the notion of equidistribution) and, for the sake of argument, 
regard A(x,t), in the untransformed coordinate system, to be the 
dependent variable in question. Clearly there are any number of 
possibilities for the description of this grid-transformation 
equation. Below we study three examples of such a grid- 
transformation equation and investigate for the desired properties
of g(x, t) mentioned in the above paragraph. Ve also consider the
possible consequences of each of these grid-transformation equations 
on the solution of the transformed numerical system of equations. 
For the analytic investigation we characterize the regions of high 
solution activity by

d x

d x
oo and those of slow solution variation by 

0.
Firstly, perhaps the candidate for the grid-transformation

equation which first comes to mind is given by

Ve see immediately that the right-hand side of (4.2.5) is strictly 
positive so that g(x,t) is monotonie. Also it is obvious that

dk
-2

dk
d x

as
d x

0 , oo , (4.2.6)

thus satisfying the requirements of sensitivity to the local
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solution activity. It is also important to investigate how ^  varies 
with 0^. To do this we use (4.2.4b) to find that

d k
d x

d k
dx

from which we see that 1 + 2 »

d x  d x   ̂ I dx I as dk
dx

Similarly, we find that ^  varies with ^  via

( If  “ 5) + (H) -

0, 00

(4.2.7)

(4.2.8)

(4.2.9)

The relationships (4.2.5), (4.2.7), (4.2.9) are shown graphically in 
figure 4.1. The implications of (4.2.5) on the numerical solution, 
in the transformed coordinate system (x, t) are now considered in 
light of the results of (4.2.7), (4.2.8), (4.2.9). Ve observe that, 
although the behaviour of (4.2.6) is admissible, as the numerical 
system is in terms of (x,t)-space we would have to contend with 
(4.2.9) as the grid-transformation equation which immediately throws 
up a problem with the uniqueness of the function g(x,t) (see figure
4.1). Also the behaviour of ^  as

dx
dk
d x

00 in (4.2.8), i.e. dk
dx

0, is
contradictory in that the behaviour of the transformed solution 
A(x,t) is fundamentally different to that of A(x, t) in the

dk
dx

0 whereas d k
d x

00.untransformed coordinate system (x,t), i.e.
Ve infer then that (4.2.5) is inadmissible as a candidate for the 
grid-transformation equation.

The second example, as an alternative to the first, is given
by

dx 1 +
(4.2.10)

where all derivatives are now with respect to the transformed x- 
coordinate. Again, the right-hand side of equation (4.2.10) is 
nonsingular and strictly positive thus yielding g(x, t) to be 
monotonie as above. In addition, using (4.2.4b), we find that

M  = làfi +  ( 0 )dx d x \
(4.2.11)
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from which it follows that

d x ax'
1/3 dk

dx as dx 0 , oo . (4.2.12)

I  ~
dk -2/3 dk
dx as dx

Similarly we deduce from (4.2.10), (4.2.12) and (4.2.4b) that

♦ 0, oo (4.2.13)

(see figure 4.2). The dependence of on is given by

<S'  ® ’ + sf -  ■

and is shown in figure 4.2. Hence (4.2.13) shows that the behaviour
of g(x,t) in regions of high/low solution activity is as required.
Also, from (4.2.12) the transformed solution-slope ̂ ( x , t) remains
comparable with ^(x, t) in regions of slow solution variation. A

d x
dk dk

dx
oo inproblem may arise, however, due to the behaviour of ^  as

Q i ^(4.2.12). Here the transformed slope ^  becomes large also which may 
throw up instabilities in the numerical procedure. This difficulty 
would occur, for example, in the situation of A(x,t) remaining 0(1)
when d k

d x
becomes large (see below).

Finally, we study a candidate for the grid-transformation 
equation which, as it turns out, does not possess the above- 
mentioned property. We consider the following equation:

-  ( g - (4.2.15)

At first sight equation (4.2.15) may appear to be inadmissible as 
the right-hand side can take negative values. To see that this is 
not the case we use (4.2.4b), (4.2.15) to obtain ^  in terms of ^  as

&
d x

(4.2.16)

Taking the positive sign in (4.2.16) we see that, in fact, ^  can be
O i

chosen to remain positive for all values of ^(x ,  t) (see figure 
4.3). In a manner analogous to above, (4.2.16) together with
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(4.2.4b) reveal that

IMF*
’ l@x| as

and

g  -  s .  ■ as d k
dx

—> 0 j oo 

0 , oo ,

(4.2.17)

(4.2.18)

the 0^ versus ^  relationship being given by

i
- # )

(4.2.19)

The properties (4.2.17), (4.2.18), (4.2.19) have favourable
consequences from a numerical point of view. If the solution A(x,t) 
in the untransformed coordinate system (x,t) were to admit a 
singularity in its slope in a finite time, it is likely that the 
procedure used to obtain the approximate numerical solution would 
break down as that time is approached. However, in the transformed 
coordinate system (x, t) we note from (4.2.18) that the transformed 
slope ^ ( x , t )  remains 0(1) as we approach such a singularity. Ve 
might, therefore, expect the numerical procedure to cope with this 
type of solution and to capture the singularity in a regular 
fashion.

The three examples (4.2.5), (4.2.10) and (4.2.15) are quoted
to give an insight into the considerations necessary in choosing the
grid-transformation equation. From an analytic point of view the

dkbehaviour of ^  in the limits
dx  d x d x

0, oo is crucial. Of equal
importance is the effect of this behaviour on the transformed 
numerical system. Moreover we note that any region of high solution
activity, characterized by 
one of two types; either
or dk

d x

dk
dx

dk
dx

»  1 locally, may be categorized into 
1 with A =0(1) throughout the region

1 with IAI 1 for all or part of that region. Then we see
that equation (4.2.15) is well suited to the first of these types as 
^( x , t )  remains 0(1) in this case, whereas equation (4.2.10) may 
prove more suitable for the second type. This choosing of the grid- 
transformation equation may appear to be somewhat ad hoc but, as is 
shown in the following chapters, the effect on the efficiency and 
stability of the numerical computation is great. In addition the 
implementation of this technique, in the context of the system of
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algebraic equations resulting from the numerical simulation of the 
governing equations, is such that the grid-transformation equation 
may be altered by making only minimal adjustments to the program 
code (see below).
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0
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7.5- 7.5 - 5.0 - 2.5 2.5 5.00.0

9ÿ

1

0
1 0 1

Ax

Figure 4.1: The relations (4.2.5), (4.2.7), (4.2.9) shown in (a),
(b), (c) respectively.
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0 -

7.5- 5.0 - 2.5 2.5 5.0- 7.5 0.0
Ax

2 . 5-1

- 2.5
- 7.5 - 5.0 5.0 7.5- 2.5 0.0 2.5

A,

9ÿ

1

0
- 7.5 - 5.0 - 2.5 7.50.0 2.5 5.0

Figure 4.2: The relations (4.2.10), (4.2.11), (4.2.14) shown in
(a), (b), (c) respectively.
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Ax
1 .0 -1
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Ar, 0 -

- 7.5 - 5.0 - 2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5

Figure 4.3: The relations (4.2.15), (4.2.16), (4.2.19) shown in
(a), (b), (c) respectively.
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Chapter Five:
An investigation into the efficiency of the 

current grid-transformation procedure
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5.1 The one-dimensional Burgers equation

There is a need now to test the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the grid-transformation procedure which was described in chapter 
4. Ultimately, we hope to incorporate this procedure into the 
numerical solution of the mid-scale separating flow system
(2.2.4a-c, e). It would be unwise, however, to attack this full 
numerical problem in the first instance because the as yet unknown 
features of this unsteady nonlinear coupled system of equations may 
cloud the issue of the efficiency of the grid-transformation 
procedure. Therefore, as a precursor, we turn instead to the
numerical solution of the one-dimensional Burgers equation, for 
A(x,t) say, given by

l ï  + = " 0  ’ (5-1-1)

where u >  0 is a constant. Equation (5.1.1) is in fact a special case 
of the system (2.2.4a-c,e). It arises in the event of zero 
displacement of the boundary layer from the wall, i.e. when

S = 0 . (5.1.2)

The combination of (2.2.4c,e) with (5.1.2) results in the Burgers 
equation (with i / = l )  for the displacement decrement A(x, t) (hence the 
notation of this section). As a consequence, the choice of (5.1.1) 
as the model equation may help in the understanding of the full 
system (2.2.4a-c,e).

The equation (5.1.1) was introduced by J. M. Burgers (1940) as 
the simplest model for the differential equations of fluid flow, 
combining both nonlinear propagation effects and diffusive effects. 
It first appeared, however, in a paper by Bateman (1915), who 
derived two essentially steady analytic solutions. Indeed, analytic 
solutions to (5.1.1) abound, with Benton & Platzman (1972)
tabulating about thirty-five distinct solutions! These are unbounded 
solutions, though, in the sense that they bear no regard to initial- 
or boundary conditions. Hopf (1950) proved the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution to (5.1.1) in the semiplane t > 0 with the
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initial condition given by

A(X,0) = Aq(x ) ;

say, in the particular case when Aq(x ) is integrable and satisfies

f Aq( 0  =  o(x^)J 0

for |x| large. He began this proof by discovering the remarkable 
result (as did Cole (1951) independently) that (5.1.1) may be 
reduced to the linear heat equation by the nonlinear transformation

A = . (5.1.3)

It is convenient to do the transformation in two steps. First 
introduce

A = V’x »

so that (5.1.1) integrates to

Then introduce

to obtain
tp =  — 2 1 /  l o g < f )

• (5.1.4)

The nonlinear transformation therefore eliminates the nonlinear 
term. The general solution to the heat equation (5.1.4) is well 
known and can be handled by a variety of methods.

Of interest also is the behaviour of the solution as v —*Q in
(5.1.1). It can be shown, for example see Vhitham (1974), that the 
solution of Burgers equation (5.1.1) approaches the solution of

=  0 (5.1.5)

as u —* 0 .  Thus we can expect the solution of (5.1.5) to be a good 
approximation to the solution of (5.1.1) for small fixed i / . Usually
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this can last only for a finite time, however, i.e. to the onset of 
a shock formation in the solution of (5.1.5), and the distinction 
between the two solutions is recognized here. We might, therefore, 
expect the solution for small fixed u to develop a large gradient in 
the region where the solution of (5.1.5) first becomes 
discontinuous. The solution of (5.1.5) is given by

A =  Ao(() , X =  ( 4- Ag(() t (5.1.6a, b)

and it is easily shown that the slope of this solution is given by

i  = T T # ) ^  •

Hence the phenomenon of shock formation is dependent on the initial 
function Aq(x ).

Consequently, we have a number of analytic solutions of 
equation (5.1.1) to compare directly with our numerical results.
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5.2 The analytic solutions of the one-dimensional 
Burgers equation

In this section we discuss two analytic solutions of (5.1.1) 
with which we can directly compare the numerical solutions to be 
presented in the following section. In anticipation of the numerical 
procedure employed therein we restrict attention to solutions
bounded by the x-axis and the lines x = — 1, x = l in the x-t plane (see
figure 5.1). Hence the form of (5.1.1) suggests that we need one 
initial condition and two boundary conditions on A(x,t). For 
simplicity we choose zero boundary conditions, i.e.

A(-l,t) = 0 , A(l,t) = 0 , (5.2.1)

and the initial conditions for each case will be presented below.
To obtain the first of these analytic solutions we consider a 

particular solution of the linear heat equation (5.1.4) given by

^(x,t) = - e ~ ^  ^^cosTTx +  C (5.2.2)

where C is a constant, from which it follows that

A(x,t) = -21/xe-’̂ ■^^sinxx (5.2.3)
_ e - 7T ^  Ç

(figure 5.2). Ve observe that the solution (5.2.3) satisfies the 
boundary conditions (5.2.1). Also a suitable choice of the value of 
the constant C ensures that the denominator in the expression on the 
right-hand side of (5.2.3) remains nonzero (i.e. C < — 1 or C > 1). 
Clearly the initial condition, taken at t =  0, to be imposed on the 
numerical solution to follow is

A(x,0) = Ao(x) = (5.2.4)

for — 1 < X < 1, from (5.2.3) (see figure 5.3). The slope of the 
function (5.2.3) is found to be

( C - e ~ ^  ^ ^ c o s i r x )  e ~ ^  ‘̂ ^c os 7rx -h2 u7 T^e ~^ ^
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and when t =  0, in particular, by

\ — 2i/7T̂ (C — COSTx) COSÎTX +  2l/?T̂  S i n̂ TTX /_ n
A°(*) =  (C-cos- ; ^ ------------  • (5.2.6)

This slope function (5.2.6) can be made to take large values near 
the origin if we take C ~  1. We can see this from analysis of (5.2.6) 
when IX| is small as

— 2i/?r̂  ( 1 + ( 7TX )̂  +  ***)(C — 1 — ( XX )̂  -...) 2t/x̂  ( xx +  - — I- • • • ) ̂
< ( = ' ) = ----------------------- (c: — (i;; ? - - .)':-----------^ ---------

=  + O(x')

then. Also Aq takes 0(1) values elsewhere. Thus we use (5.2.3) with 
C ~  1 to compare with the numerical solution of (5.1.1) under the 
boundary- and initial conditions given by (5.2.1) and (5.2.4) 
respectively.

The second analytic example comes from the remarks above 
(5.1.7); we compare solutions for small fixed v with solutions of
(5.1.5) under the same initial- and boundary conditions. For 
example, we take the initial condition to be

Ag(x) = — sinxx (5.2.7)

for — 1 < x < 1 and again observe that this satisfies the boundary 
conditions (5.2.1). Now the solution of (5.1.5) with the initial 
condition (5.2.7) first becomes discontinuous, and forms a shock 
with zero speed, at (x,t) = (0,^) (i.e. it persists at x = 0). This
discontinuity arises as a result of the first occurrence (i.e. the 
minimum positive time, t) of the nonuniqueness of the solution, of 
(5.1.6b) for some value of x. In this event the solution. A, of 
(5.1.6a) would become multi-valued and the discontinuity is formed 
in order to maintain the single-valuedness of A(x,t). The fact that 
the discontinuity occurs at (x,t)=(0,^) is most easily confirmed by 
considering (5.1.6b) in the form

Ao(() = (5.2.8)
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together with (5.2.7) and examining the points of intersection of 
the equations of the left-hand-, right-hand sides of (5.2.8), i.e.

fi(() =  -sin?r( , fgCf) = ^ ^ ^ say. (5.2.9a, b)

At t = 0 (or, strictly t —+0+) (5.2.9b) yields vertical straight lines 
and the uniqueness of the solution, for all values of x is clear 
(see figure 5.4). Then, as the gradient of (5.2.9b) is — we seek 
the values of x,  ̂ for which (5.2.9a, b) intersect at more than one
point, with maximum negative slope of the line (5.2.9b). From figure
5.4 it is clear that this occurs when (5.2.9a, b) are mutually
tangential at x = f = 0 and, therefore, t =  ̂ . Also, it follows from the 
symmetry of the problem that the shock persists at x=0. Ve can then 
compare, up to t = ^  only, the solution (5.1.6) with the solution of
(5.1.1) for small values of u (typically i/ = 0.01, 0.001). In 
particular, we can compare the calculated slope at the origin with 
that given by (5.1.6), (5.1.7) as t approaches The analytic
solution (5.1.6a,b) with (5.2.7) is shown in figure 5.5

We note, finally, that a shock also forms in the solution of
(5.1.5) with (5.2.1), (5.2.4). In this case the discontinuity occurs 
at (x , t) = (0, 2~^ — 0), which can be verified in the same manner as 
above. Therefore this configuration might also be considered as a 
model solution when addressing (5.1.1) with (5.2.1), (5.2.4) for
small fixed u . However, the presence of y as a coefficient in (5.2.4) 
causes the solution (5.1.6a, b) to remain 0 ( u )  for t > 0. Thus the 
discontinuity resulting from the shock formation is weak, i.e.

^U,^[A(x, t)] - !̂̂ J!_[A(x , t)] = 0(y) for t > ̂  . (5.2.10)

Now in the context of the solution of (5.1.1) with (5.2.1), (5.2.4) 
for small u , which is known to be given by (5.2.3), (5.2.10) implies 
that the slope ^  remains 0 ( u )  in the neighbourhood of the origin 
and hence that there is no region of high solution-activity in this 
case.

Moreover, the transformation ( A , x , t) —> (i/A , x ,//~̂ t) (so that we 
are again dealing with 0(1) variables), has the effect of setting 
f/ =  1 in (5.2.4) and so Â tends to zero rapidly as t increases, again
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implying the idea that this case will not test the grid- 
transformation procedure. Hence we consider only the foregoing two 
examples in the following numerical study.
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5.3 The methods employed in the numerical solution 
of the one-dimensional Burgers equation

The Burgers equation (5.1.1) is an unsteady, second-order, 
nonlinear partial differential equation. It was introduced as the 
simplest model for the differential equations of fluid flow and 
thus, in recognition of the physical domain, we consider the 
positive semiplane — oo < x < oo, t > 0 to be the area of integration 
of equation (5.1.1). The first step in the numerical approximation 
consists of the truncation of the infinite x-axis to a finite 
interval. Ve find that all the important features of the numerical 
solution are included if we restrict attention to the interval 
-1 < X < 1. Then the form of equation (5.1.1) suggests that we need 
one initial condition and two boundary conditions on A(x, t) and we 
take these to be A(x,t)^_g = Ag(x) and A(x, t) prescribed at x = ± l  
respectively (see figure 5.1).

Ve adopt a finite-difference scheme in which the x-t plane is 
subdivided into a set of equal rectangles with sides Ax, At, by 
equally spaced grid lines parallel to the t-axis, defined by 
Xj = — 1-fîAx, and equally spaced grid lines parallel to the x-axis, 
defined by t j  =  j A t .  The index i varies between 0 and N so that 
Ax = 2/N, whereas j  increases from zero to infinity. The value of A at 
the representative mesh point (*,j) is then denoted by

A(-l -f % Ax, J At) =  \ - j  .

Then, via Taylor’s theorem in the form

A((+() = A( 0  + «A'(0 + ^A"(() +  ^A"'(() + ...

when 161 >C |f|, it is easy to verify the following approximations:

[ôxL- -
-  + - „0(Ax) + 0(Ax^), (5.3. la)

+ , (5.3.1b)
(Ax)^ 

A.- • 11 — A; •
[ # L  = '"^17 + 0(At) . (5.3.1c)
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The numerical solution then propagates with time in the following 
manner. The nodal values A - j  are known at the j t h  time row, with the 
zeroth time row being the initial condition. The unknown values on 
the (j+l)th time row, , are then calculated, in terms of the
known boundary and initial values on the j t h  time row, via the 
discretized version of the governing equation. Ve note, finally, in 
this introduction of the discretized numerical problem that by 
specifying the value of a in (5.3.1a) we obtain the standard 
differences :

Cent red: a =  0

[ëL = 2 Ax error = O(Ax^) ; (5.3.2a)

Backward: a =  l

[Ml Ax error = 0(Ax) ; (5.3.2b)

For wa r d : a =  — 1

A.+i.j - ^ij 
Ax error =  0(Ax) (5.3.2c)

In this section we present two schemes employed in the 
numerical solution of (5.1.1). In addition to the grid- 
transformation procedure introduced in chapter 4, we also calculate 
a numerical solution of (5.1.1) using a uniform-grid technique. 
Therefore, not only can we compare the numerical results from the 
grid-transformation procedure with the analytic solutions of §5.2, 
but, moreover, we can hopefully demonstrate the improved accuracy 
and efficiency of the numerical solution obtained using the grid- 
transformation procedure.

First, then, we tackle the discretized version of (5.1.1) 
which, using (5.3.1a-c) from above, is found to be

At - ^ i , j '

+

(1-a) A,.,.! J- + 2a A,-J- - (l4-a)
2Ax J

+ \-i,A 
I (Ax)' I  '

(5 .3 .3 )
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where t varies from 1 to N— 1.
The local truncation error of (5.3.3) is 

0( At) — a 0(Ax) + O(Ax^). This error is improved by the use of an 
explicit predictor-corrector method which is of nominal accuracy 
O(At^). The equation (5.1.1) may be written in the form

ft =  -

from which the predictor stage takes the explicit form

• (5.3.4a)

The discretized evaluation of F(A), denoted by in (5.3.4a), is
in fact the right-hand side of (5.3.3). Given (5.3.4a) the corrector
i s  t h e n

- I V i J  + W+l| + ^  F(A|ri+i) • (5.3.4a)

The local truncation error may be improved still further to
0( At^) 4- O(Ax^) by choosing o = 0 in (5.3.3) so that the centred
difference approximation (5.3.2a) for the x-derivative is used.
However, this choice for the value of a  can introduce numerical
instabilities, as is seen below in the case of small u .

Finally, in the linearized version of (5.3.3) with the 
I  f  ̂ !coefficient k - j  in the yiCSt term on thej -hand side replaced by

a constant /c, it can be shown (for example in Peyret k Taylor (1983))
that the stability, and hence the convergence, of the numerical
solution with or = 0 is assured if the parameters i/. Ax, At satisfy
the following inequalities:

At < ^  ^ • (5.3.5)K Ax^ ^

We use (5.3.5) as a guide when choosing values of Ax, At for a given 
value of u .

The alternative, hopefully more efficient, method includes the
grid-transformation of chapter 4 and hence we now address the 
transformed version of (5.1.1), i.e.
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Equation (5.3.6a), which is obtained via the transformation (4.2.1), 
(4.2.4a, b), must be solved simultaneously with a grid-transformation 
equation and we choose a modified version of (4.2.15), namely

^  ^2(1^ )  • (5.3.6b)

The positive constants dj, dg are introduced to regulate the degree 
of the grid-transformation and may be chosen whereas the positive 
function »;(t) is to be found and its inclusion is motivated by the 
desire to maintain a complete one-one correspondence between the 
untransformed x-coordinate and the new x-coordinate. This one-one 
correspondence is lost in (4.2.15) as a result of the truncation of 
the x-axis in order to facilitate the current numerical study, for, 
as it may be observed in figure 4.3(a), ^ < 1  and so the end grid 
value g(l,t) will be less than one in this case.

Ve must also examine the effect of the grid-transformation
(4.2.1) on the initial- and boundary conditions. Firstly, we set the 
fixed end-grid-value conditions

g(-l,t) = -1 , g(l,t) = 1 (5.3.7)

which realize the above one-one correspondence and, as we shall see, 
enable the evaluation of the function T;(t). Thus the boundaries 
x = ± l  remain unchanged after the transformation to the new x- 
coordinate with the favourable consequence that the boundary
conditions (5.2.1) on A(x, t) are also unchanged. Secondly, the
initial condition A(x ,0)=A q(x ) is simply transformed to

A(x,0) = Ao(g(x,0)) . (5.3.8)

The direct substitution of (5.3.8) into (5.3.6b) at t = 0  yields an 
equation whose unique solution g(x,0), tj( 0 )  is determined when the 
boundary conditions (5.3.7) are imposed. Thus the initial forms for 
g(x,t), »7(t) are obtained and the appeal again to (5.3.8) fixes
A(x,0).
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Having established the initial- and boundary conditions in 
operation in this moving frame we now discuss the numerical solution 
of (5.3.6a, b). The extra grid-velocity term ^  on the left-hand side 
of (5.3.6a) makes an explicit predictor-corrector method, akin to 
the one above, difficult to recognize although in principle such a 
method should be possible. Instead we consider a fully implicit 
method and thus discretize (5.3.6a) at the (j-fl)th time row with a 
backwards time-difference to obtain

At

+ \A, -.I —_ ~ gt.Al
I At Ijl + 2og. ̂  - (1+A)6,-1,j+i ̂

4i/<

(( 1 -«) g,+i, j+i +  2ûr g,-̂ j+i-( 1 +o) g,_i, J

(5.3.9a)

where the index i runs from 1 to N— 1 as before. Coupled with this is 
the discre.tized version of (5.3.6b), in which we choose the 
backward-difference approximation for the x-derivatives, i.e.

g.„+. - j  . (5.3.9b)

The notation adopted in (5.3.9a, b) follows from that introduced 
above, although we note that we are now uniformly discretizing the 
x-axis, i.e. the Ax of the previous numerical method is now 
variable. Also we have written for

The boundary conditions (5.2.1), (5.3.7) are satisfied by
requiring

go,i+i =  ’ Sn,j+i =  1 » V i + i  - •̂ N,i+i = 0 (5.3.9c)
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and the method used to solve (5.3.9a-c) is described below.
Ve start by ignoring the second of the boundary conditions

(5.3.9c) and allowing the index i to vary between 1 and N in 
(5.3.9b). Then, for the sake of the description of this part of the 
numerical method, we consider V j ^ i to be a constant coefficient and, 
employing the standard Newton linearization of (5.3.9a, b) (having 
first multiplied through by the denominator on the right-hand side 
of (5.3.9a) to simplify this linearization), we construct a diagonal 
matrix equation for the unknowns (* = 1, ..., N— 1), g|,j+i
(i=l, ..., N). From the converged solutions (usually 3-4 iterations)^ 
we take the calculated value of g^ and seek the root of the 
equation

=  &NJ+1 - 1 '

applying a Secant iteration to achieve this (usually 4-5
iterations)*. Thus the method consists of a Newton linearization 
iterative routine nested within a Secant loop which, at convergence, 
locates the value of V j + i that realizes the second of the boundary 
conditions (5.3.9c).

Finally, we remark upon the stability of the numerical methods 
described above. For 0(1) values of the parameter u the stability 
and uniqueness of the numerical solutions obtained is supported by 
their indifference to changes in grid structure, and we take a = 0  in 
(5.3.9a) so that the local truncation error of (5.3.9a) is 
0(At) + 0(Ax^). We note in passing also that the discretization error 
of (5.3.9b) is irrelevant as this is just as valid a candidate for 
the grid-transformation equation as its continuous counterpart 
(5.3.6b). However, as the value of u becomes small numerical
instabilities creep in (see figures 5.14, 5.15) due to the centred
differences used in (5.3.3), (5.3.9a). This might be expected as, if
we consider again the linearized version of (5.1.1), the first 
condition, (5.3.5), shows that for a fixed value of k the allowed 
time step At is very small when u is small. Therefore it is not
surprising that the centred schemes (5.3.3), (5.3.9a) with a = 0  prove 
difficult to apply when u is too small. A remedy for this problem of
stability is to use noncentred approximations for the first-order
derivatives —  the direction of this noncentred difference being
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determined by the sign of A. Let us assume that v  — 0 .  Equation
(5.1.1) then becomes the pure advection equation (5.1.5) whose 
solution is given by (5.1.6a, b). The form of the solution (5.1.6a, b) 
shows that A remains constant along the characteristic line

^  = A ; (5.3.10)

SO that, at a fixed point (x,t) the information comes from a well- 
determined direction characterized by the value of A. Therefore, if 
A > 0 the information is propagating in the direction x > 0 and it is 
easily understandable that a backward difference will be used. On 
the other hand, if A < 0, the information propagates in the direction 
X < 0 and a forward difference should be used. This upwi nd difference 
is achieved by setting

a = sign(A,j) (5.3.11)

for each i in (5.3.3). In the transformed numerical system 
(5.3.9a, b), however, account must be taken of the moving frame and 
so we apply (4.2.4a, b) to (5.3.10) to find that

»  =

in this configuration. Hence in the grid-transformation calculations 
we set

a = sign((A - (5.3.12)

(N.B. ^  > 0) in (5.3.9a) to invoke the upwind difference.
Unfortunately, as this method uses only two-point difference 
approximations for the first derivatives the local truncation errors 
are increased to 0(Ax), although the O ( A x ^ )  error may be retrieved 
by applying a corrected upwind difference (see Peyret & Taylor 
(1983)) or three-point noncentred differences. In this numerical 
study we continue with the 0 ( A x )  two-point differences.
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5.4 Results and comparisons

Finally, in this section we examine the results obtained in 
the numerical solution of the Burgers equation (5.1.1). 
Specifically, we compare the calculations from the uniform-grid 
method with those from the grid-transformation method in an attempt 
to gain evidence of the enhancement of the numerical accuracy as a 
result of the grid transformation.

Ve consider first the Hopf-Cole problem, that is to say, the 
initial-value problem (5.1.1) with (5.2.1), (5.2.4). This is an
especially useful example as the analytic solution (5.2.3) is
readily available for comparison. This analytic solution is shown in
figure 5.2 where the constants i/, C take the particular values 0.1,
1.2 respectively.

Inspection of the numerical solutions in figures 5.6, 5.8
supports the qualitative agreement, while mesh-size effects (for 
example, see figures 5.7, 5.10) tend to confirm the stability of
these methods. The results from the grid-transformation method are 
shown on the transformed, uniform x-grid so that the solution is
‘stretched’ in the region of high activity. Therefore we also 
display the evolution of the moving, untransformed x-grid (N.B. 
x = g(x,t)) in figures 5.9, 5.11 and observe that the grid nodes
cluster in the high-activity region as desired.

Of interest also is the evolution of the function 7/(t) which 
was introduced, and this is shown in figure 5.12. Furthermore, this 
may be regarded as a measure of grid-stretching as, if we integrate 
(5.3.6b) in the form

r+i
-1

so that
q(t) (5.4.1)

then T ) { t ) > dj"̂  from (5.4.1) and the magnitude of t] is directly 
related to the level of grid-stretching through (5.4.1).

To study the influence of the new grid-transformation method 
we obtain approximate values for the slope of the solution at the 
origin from the two numerical schemes and compare these with the



exact value given by (5.2.5). These approximations are found via the 
standard centred differences about the origin in the untransformed 
case, whereas in the transformed case we note that ^  in
order to use

ÔA _  f ^ i + i  ~  S,+i -  S;-i\ _  *i+i -Sj-i) _ 
*  )  "

dx ~  I 2 A x  1 /  \ 2 Ax I Si+i - Si-1

as the approximate value here. This comparison appears in figure 
5.13. The improvement achieved is clearly evident.

In the second configuration, namely the initial-value problem
(5.1.1) with (5.2.1), (5.2.7), henceforth known as the shock problem 
in recognition of the limit solution (5.1.6a, b) as z/ —»0 +, a similar 
treatment applies.

However, for small values of u the centred-difference 
approximation for the first derivative yields numerical instability 
which can be seen in figures 5.14-15. This might be as expected and 
we observe that the time of the first occurrence of this instability 
decreases towards ^ as i/—+0 + . In this event we adopt upwind 
differences for the first derivative^ The directions of these 
differences are controlled by (5.3.11), (5.3.12) for the
untransformed, transformed equations respectively. The first of 
these is easy to visualize and a graph of the calculated values of 
A — ^  is included in figure 5.21 (also figure 5.24) to clarify the 
progress of (5.3.12).

With these inclusions, the findings follow in a fashion 
analogous with those of the first example and the reader is invited 
to study figures 5.14-21.

In conclusion, therefore, the results of this investigation 
would seem to be encouraging and are characterized by the close 
agreements shown in figures 5.13, 5.21. Moreover, the extra program 
code necessary to include the grid-transformation equation (5.3.6b) 
in the numerical scheme is insignificant when compared with the 
large computation time and storage required for a uniform-grid 
scheme in order to achieve the high resolution of figures 5.9, 5.11 
etc. This would be prohibitively expensive in many cases; for 
example the explicit method above which must satisfy (5.3.5) for 
stable solutions, oJÜük..oî U oJlfc«vv\a.M>HLs SkcÛ  <x? ftsa.
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5.5 Captions for figures 5.1-5.27

Figure 5.1: The area of integration S in the x-t plane is the
infinite area bounded by the x-axis and the parallel lines x = — 1,
x = l. This area is discretized into an array of nodes —
corresponding to the points of intersection of the grid of uniformly 
spaced horizontal and vertical lines.

Figure 5.2: The analytic solution (5.2.3) with t/ =  0.1, C =  1.2.

Figure 5.3: The initial condition (5.2.4) (i.e. (5.2.3) at t =  0)
with ^̂ =  0.1, C = 1.2. The slope at the origin is given by
—2 u 'k^
(C-1) ~  -9.87

Figure 5.4: A plot of (5.2.9a) together with plots of (5.2.9b) at:
(i) t = 0+, the uniqueness of the solution (5.1.6a,b), (5.2.7)
being illustrated by the single point of intersection of (5.2.9a,b) 
for each value of x;
(ii) t = |r, x = 0 where the multiplicity of the points of intersection 
of (5.2.9a, b) first increases from unity;
(iii) t > :̂ , x = 0 showing clearly the nonuniqueness of the solution 
(5.1.6a,b), (5.2.7). Hence a shock forms at (x,t) = (0,^).

Figure 5.5: The analytic solution (5.1.6a, b), (5.2.7) for
0 < t < 1̂.

Figure 5.6: The numerical solution of the Hopf-Cole problem using
a centred, uniform-grid, explicit predictor-corrector method with 
^̂ = 0.1, C =  1.2, At =  0.001, Ax = 0.04.

Figure 5.7: As figure 5.6 but with At =  0.004, Ax =  0.08.

Figure 5.8: The numerical solution of the Hopf-Cole problem using
the centred implicit grid-transformation method with ^̂ =  0.1, C =  1.2, 
At = 0.001, Ax = 0.04, dj=0.5, d2 =  0.1.

Figure 5.9: The evolution of moving nodes in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.10: As figure 5.8 but with At = 0.004, Ax = 0.08.

Figure 5.11: The evolution of moving nodes in figure 5.10.

Figure 5.12: The evolution of q(t) in the case of figures 5.8, 5.9.

Figure 5.13: The evolution of the slope of the solution at the
origin: (----- ), the exact value (5.2.5); (------- ), the
approximate value calculated from results of the uniform-grid method
shown in figure 5.7; (..... ), the approximate value calculated from
results of the grid-transformation method shown in figures 5.10, 5.11.

Figure 5.14: The numerical solution of the shock problem using the
centred explicit predictor-corrector method with i/ = 0.01, At = 0.004, 
A x = 0 .08, showing the instability due to the centred-difference 
approximation of the first derivative.

Figure 5.15: As figure 5.14 but with z/ = 0 .001. The time at which the
numerical instability first occurs decreases towards the value ^  as 
1/-4O+.

Figure 5.16: The numerical solution of the shock problem using the
explicit predictor-corrector method incorporating upwind difference 
approximations for the first derivative; the upwinding being 
controlled by (5.3.11). Here f/ = 0 .01, At = 0.004, Ax = 0.08. The 
instability problem is remedied by the inclusion of upwind 
differences.

Figure 5.17: As figure 5.16 but with At = 0.001, Ax = 0.04, showing
the effects of grid-structure to be negligible.

Figure 5.18: The numerical solution of the shock problem using the
centred implicit grid-transformation method with i/ = 0.01, At = 0.004, 
Ax = 0.08, dj=0.6, dg =  0 .1. Ve attribute the stability of the solution 
to a combination of the more robust implicit method method employed 
with the effect of the grid transformation. Grid refinement would be 
expected to introduce numerical instability.
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Figure 5.19: The evolution of moving nodes in figure 5.18.

Figure 5.20: The numerical solution of the shock problem using the
implicit grid-transformation method with (5.3.12) controlling an 
upwind-diff erence scheme. Here i/ =  0.01, At =  0.001, Ax =  0.04,
dj =  0.12, d2 =  0.01.

Figure 5.21: The evolution of moving nodes in figure 5.20.

Figure 5.22: Here we illustrate the upwind-difference scheme which
is controlled by (5.3.12). At each (x,t)-station, a ‘0 ’ indicates a 
backward-difference approximation, while a ‘1 ’ indicates a forward- 
difference approximation for the spatial derivative of the solution 
at that point.

Figure 5.23; As figure 5.20 but with At = 0.004, Ax =  0.08, dj=0.8, 
d2 = 0.1 .

Figure 5.24: The evolution of moving nodes in figure 5.23.

Figure 5.25: As figure 5.22 but now relating to figures 5.23-24.

Figure 5.26: The evolution of r j { t )  in the case of figures 5.23,24.

Figure 5.27: The evolution of the solution-slope at the origin:
(----- ), the exact value obtained as the solution of (5.1.6a,b),
(5.1.7), (5.2.7); (--------), the approximate value calculated from
results of the uniform-grid method shown in figure 5.16; (......),
the approximate value calculated from results of the grid- 
transformation method shown in figures 5.23, 5.24.
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Chapter Six:
A numerical treatment of the supersonic 

mid-scale separating flow problem
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The abrupt collapse of a separating laminar flow is often 
encountered in practice, with a sudden turbulent reattachment 
occurring just beyond the separation point (Tani (1964), Caster 
(1966), Mueller k  Batill (1980), Van Dyke (1982), Dovgal, Kozlov k  

Simonov (1987), Kozlov (1987), Mezaris ei al (1988) and references 
therein). Theoretically, the mathematical description of such flows 
emulates the onset of this phenomenon via a finite-time, finite-
distance singularity occurring in the appropriate governing 
equations. The investigation in chapter 3 for a particular type of 
break-up solution of the mid-scale equations (3.5.1a-c) proved 
fruitless and in this section we appeal to a numerical treatment of 
these equations, with the aim of providing a hint towards a 
different avenue of investigation.

Due to the encouraging results in the previous chapter the
numerical scheme that we use here is to incorporate the grid- 
transformation method described in chapter 4. Hence the system of 
equations under consideration here is the transformed version of 
(3.5.1a-c), namely

§T + &  = ( S f é  “ ’ (G.la)

+ = «' (s-ik)

where B = S + A  has been introduced to condense the notation, and we
complete the system with the natural extension to equation (5.3.6b), 
i.e.

If - >)(T)(d, - d 2 , l M  -  d 2 , s M  - • (6 Id)

As before the function q(T) is to be found while the constants d2u> 
dg g, dg are fixed.

We should stress again that the only concern of this numerical 
study is to gain some understanding of the behaviour of the solution 
of (3.5.1a-c). Hence, for the moment, we postpone the question of 
applicable initial- and boundary conditions and choose to impose the
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following initial conditions:

U(X,0) =  S(X,0) =  A(X,0) =  -sin(TrX) , (6.le)

Together with the transformation (4.2.1), we substitute (6.le) 
into (6.Id) which is then to be satisfied at T =  0, fixing q(0).

In addition the form of equations (6.1a-c) suggests that we 
can impose two boundary conditions on A but only one on both U and 
S. On restricting the X-axis to the finite interval (— 1,1), it seems 
natural to choose X =  — 1 as the boundary for prescribed values of U, 
S. This is in keeping with the idea that the incoming profile (from 
X =  — oo) is known. Thus from (6. le) the boundary conditions are

U(-l,T)j =S(-1,T)1 = A ( -1,T)=A(1,T)=0 . (6.If)

Finally, we close this initial value problem with the fixed- 
end-point condition

g(-l,T) = -1 , g(l,T) =  1 , (6.1g)

which is implicit in (6.If).
The discretization of (6.1a-d) is then achieved in a manner 

analogous with the discretization of (5.3.6a, b) and we address the 
implicit algebraic system:

AT

Al J(l-^)U,+i,j+i + 2 u U , - - (l+t»)U,-_
Si—1, j+l J*,J+1 ^ AT yj L(^"^)Si+i,;+i + - (l+t^)

I ((l-i^)gi+i,j+i +  - (l+f)gi_i,j+i)^

(si+i,;+i-2gi,j+i+gi_i,_̂+i)((l-t;) A.̂1 _̂\̂i+2uA. ĵ -(l+t;) A,_i 1

( ( l - t ^ ) g i + i , j + i + 2 u g , - , j . , . i - ( l + v ) g i _ i , j + i ) ^  J
(6.2a)
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S«,i+1 - S,-,j 
AT

+

+  2 v V i j ^ i  - 
*,j+i|(l_v)g.̂ î .̂ i -f 2vSi ĵ i -

(6.2b)

\ j + i  - J
AT

+ Jr. . _ / ;+i -g,, Al f( 1 -^) B,+1, j + - (1+/))B._̂
1 V - (l+^)g,_i,j+iJ

4/ ________ ^-n.i+i - +  ^«-i.j-n________
I (('̂ -/̂ )g.+i,j+i + 2/?g,-,j+i - (l+/?)g,_i

(g |-H ,j+ l~2g.-,j+ l + g t-l.j-n X (^~ ^)^« -H .j-H  + ̂ ^ ^ t , j - H ~ ( ^ + ^ ) ^ t - l , j+ l)  1 

((l-/̂ )g,+i,j+i + 2/?g- (H-/?)g._i j
(6.2c)

g.-,j+i-g.-i,j+i _ „ / J J
^ -----  - q;+l) - ^2,U  ÂX-----

r (6.2d)

The parameters v and /? in the discrete approximations for the 
first derivatives are maintained in anticipation of the possible
need to invoke an upwind-difference scheme. In this event it is easy
see that the upwind-difference scheme would be controlled by

u = sign(^(u-^). (6.3a)
for (6.2a, b) and

/? = sign^^B-^). (6.3b)
for (6.2c).

To construct the system of algebraic equations we allow the
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index i to run from 1 to N— 1 in (6.2a-d) with the boundary conditions 
at X =  — 1 (i.e. 1 = 0) given by (6.1f,g) and substituted into (6.2a-d) 
at 1 =  1. However, as U and S are not predetermined at X =  l, and as we 
regard to be a constant coefficient (see below), we require
three more equations to close the system. Also, the artificial 
nature of the imposition of a finite downstream boundary implies 
that we are at liberty to choose a method by which| to
satisfy (6.1f,g) at X = 1  (i.e. t=N). The most expedient method found 
involves the evaluation of (6.2b,d) at *=N with backward differences 
enforced in (6.2d) by setting u = 1 at this point; and then the final 
equation is supplied by the elimination of the right-hand sides of 
(6.2a, c) to obtain

Un ,j+1 - 
AT + -̂ N.i+1 ^ AT yJ\gN,i+l - gN-l,i+lj “

_ /SN.j+l-gN. - Sjsj.i
^ a t  yj|gN,j+i - gN-i,j+ij ’AT I N, j+l

where again, backward differences in the X-derivatives are used, and 
the condition j + i =  0 is applied. This last equation is used so 
that the difficult question of the discretization of the second 
derivative at this endpoint is avoided.

Hence (6.2a-d), with the above modifications at i = N, are 
solved for the unknown nodal values U , - e t c .  at the (j+l)th time 
row using a global Newton linearization method, temporarily 
regarding T}j^i to be a constant coefficient. This method is enclosed 
within a secant loop to locate the value of which satisfies the
second of conditions (6.1g).

The results of this numerical investigation are presented 
graphically in figures 6.1-6.7. The numerical method is found to 
break down within a finite time with a rapid divergence of the 
Newton iteration routine, which tends to suggest the idea of the 
possibility of an analytical break-down of the mid-scale equations 
(3.5.la-c).

The understanding gained from this brief computational 
investigation is described in the following chapter and forms the 
basis for the ensuing analysis therein.
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Finally, we remark that we decided to present the work in this 
fashion to reflect the path our investigation took en rouie to the 
analysis of chapter 7, which details the finite-time break-up 
solution of (3.5.1a-c). The somewhat arbitrarily chosen initial 
conditions (6.le) and their validity are readdressed below in light 
of the analysis in chapter 7, with more appropriate alternatives 
then being proposed. The resulting numerical solution is then seen 
to admit, or to point to, the finite-time singularity shown to be 
present in the mid-scale system (3.5.1a-c).
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Captions for figures 6.1-6.7

Figure 6.1: Plot of the scaled strearawise velocity profile U from
the numerical solution of the mid-scale separating-flow system 
(6.1a-g). Here AX = 0.08, AT = 0.001, dj =  0.7, d^u =  0.1, dg g =  d2 A =  0.0.

Figure 6.2: As figure 6.1 but for the scaled shear-layer shape S.

Figure 6.3: As figure 6.1 but for the scaled boundary-layer
displacement A.

Figure 6.4: The evolution of grid nodes in figures 6.1-6.3.

Figure 6.5: Here we illustrate the upwind-difference scheme which
is controlled by (6.3a). At each (x,t)-station, a ‘0 ’ indicates a 
backward difference, while a ‘l ’ indicates a forward difference 
approximation for the spatial derivatives of U,S,A in (6.1a,b).

Figure 6.6: As figure 6.5 but here we illustrate the upwind-
difference scheme which is controlled by (6.3b). This scheme sets 
the directions for the spatial derivatives in (6.1c).

Figure 6.7: Plot of the scaled boundary-layer displacement A from
the numerical solution of the mid-scale separating-flow system 
(6.1a-g). Here AX = 0.04, AT = 0.00025, d^ =  0.12, d2u = 0.01,
dg g = dg = 0 .0. The same rapid decay to zero is observed, although the
ratio d^/dg y had to be relaxed in order to obtain converged solutions on 
this refined grid.
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Chapter Seven:
The finite-time break-up 

of separating motion : second analysis
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7.1 Introduction

The question of the possibility of a finite-time break-up of 
the mid-scale system (3.5.1a-c) is considered again here in the 
light of the results of the above numerical study.

The abrupt breakdown of the numerical method in the previous 
chapter tends to support the idea of a finite-time break-up of the 
mid-scale equations (3.5.1a-c). Although the possible form of such a 
break-up is by no means clear from this numerical analysis. No 
obvious conclusions can be drawn from the spurious behaviour of the 
scaled shear-layer shape S in figure 6.2, or from the meandering of 
the grid nodes in figure 6.4. However, the scaled streamwise 
velocity U appears to be developing quite severe behaviour near X=0, 
with a sharp change in its local slope there (figure 6.1). Moreover, 
and more importantly we feel, the scaled boundary-layer displacement 
A rapidly decays to zero across the whole domain in figure 6.3. This 
phenomenon is corroborated by investigations into grid-structure 
effects (see figure 6.7, for example). The global decay to zero of A 
compared with the behaviour of U and S prompts us to consider the 
limiting case of the variation of A being negligible. In this case 
we discount terms involving A and its derivatives from the left-hand 
side of (3.5.1c) at leading order. The only contribution from A is 
to couple the behaviour of the other two flow variables via its 
faster second derivative on the right-hand sides of (3.5.1a, c).

We then arrive at the following, smaller, inviscid system 
controlling U and S:

d s . ^(su)
d T  dX

=  0

(7.1.1a)

(7.1.1b)

the analytic solution of which is available and most easily obtained 
via the matrix form of (7.1.1a,b), i.e.

dV
d T

+
dS
d T

U+S U-S 

S U

dV
dX
dS
dX

= 0 (7 .1.2)
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The characteristic lines for this hyperbolic system are obtained 
from the eigenvalues of the matrix in (7.1.2) as

^  —  U + f  §V^S(4U — 3S) (7.1.3)

Now, assuming that S(4U — 3S) > 0  at T =  0, we can suppose that 
S(4U — 3S) > 0 for 0 < T < Tj, for some T2 say. Therefore the solution 
of (7.1.1a, b) may be found analytically for 0 < T < Tg at least.

The eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalue 
characteristics are, for example, given by

i(i)

1(2)

'  i r  ' - s

!(■) (4U — 38)

' i p ' -8
^8 +  ^\/8 (4U — 38)

and as the system (7.1.1a, b) is homogeneous its solution is best
expressed in terms of the Riemann Invariants. They are

Tj =  l ^ U  + = -SU + - lyS(4U - 3S)

on =  U +  ^\/S(4U — 3S) , (7.1.4a)

T2 =  +  \^2^S =  - SU +  |s2 + lyS(4U - 3S)

= U + |S - lyS(4U - 3S) , (7.1.4b)on dX
dT

these being constant along their respective characteristic lines in 
the X-T plane.

The analytic solution (7.1.4a, b) is prone to break down, 
however, which can be seen from (7.1.3) if the expression S(4U — 38) 
( = D, say) takes negative values. As long as D remains positive the 
solution (7.1.4a, b) remains unique and well behaved. However, if D 
were to approach zero there is the possibility of a contradiction.
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with the characteristics from (7.1.4a, b) converging to a point of 
intersection in the X-T plane but with r^ in general. Hence the
solution becomes multi-valued here. So the system (7.1.4a, b) tends 
to break down in the neighbourhood of any point (X,,T^) if D-^O-f as 
T-»T,-0.

Let us suppose that this is the case and that intersection of 
characteristics first occurs at time T=T^ and at the X-station X =  X̂ . 
We localize the X-coordinate about the point X=X, and write

(X - X.) =  Co(T-T.) + (T.-T)”f , (7.1.5)

as T — 0. Here Cg is a constant which we expect to be dependent on 
the initial conditions and the power n > 1 is to be determined.

A first attempt at a local analytic break-up solution follows 
from Brctherton-Ratcliffe k Smith (1987) where, to obtain an 
unsteady-nonlinear balance of terms in the neighbourhood (7.1.5), the 
following expansions for U and S are examined as candidates for the 
solution :

u ~ Uo(«) + (T.-T)"-lU,(0 + ••• ,

S ~  So({) + (T,-T)-'Si(0 + ... .

Substitution of these expansions into the governing equations
(7.1.1a, b) yields a solution identical to that in Brotherton-
Ratcliffe k Smith (1987) with the added requirement that

(Uo-Co)^ + So(So-Co) = 0 , (7.1.6)

from the evaluation of the characteristics (7.1.4a, b) at leading 
order.

This solution is invalid, however, as it overlooks the fact
that, at the onset of this singularity, the characteristics
coincide, which requires

4 Un — 3Sn = 0
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(as Sq > 0 here), which in turn implies that

2 (U q -  Cq)  +  Sq =  0  .

The above two conditions are found from the solution for Cq of 
(7.1.6), giving

Cq =  Uq 1^0 ?  ^\/So(4Uo — 3Sq) ,

and invalidate the above analysis.
Secondly, we note that, at T=T^, (4U — 3S) > 0 locally, with

equality at X=X, only. This might suggest that

(4U-3S) - (X - X,)2 _  (T,-T)2 as T^T,-0 ,

in the neighbourhood of (X^,T^). So perhaps

u ~ %(() +  (T.-T)^U,(0 + ... ,

S ~  So(0 + (T,-T)^Si(0 + ... .

Substitution of these into (7.1.1a,b) admits linear governing 
equations, however, which yield contradictory far-field behaviour, 
i.e. as 1 1̂ —»oo.

The correct expansions for this problem are acquired via an 
order of magnitude analysis of the characteristic equation (7.1.3). 
If we suppose that

u ~ %(() + (T.-T)-“U,(0 + ... ,

S ~ So(0 + (T.-T^S.CO + ••• .
where m > 0, then the left-hand side of (7.1.3) is of the form

o(l) + o((T,-T)-l) ,

while the right-hand side is
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o(l) +  o((T.-T)” ) +  o((T.-T)” /̂ ) ,

as the term in the square root is zero at leading order. Matching
terms we see that we must have

m = 2(n— 1) .

Having established this correct scaling we could proceed with
the analytic solution of the reduced system (7.1.1a, b) but instead
we return to the full mid-scale system (3.5.1a-c).
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7.2 Derivation of the mid-scale break-up
governing equations

The breakdown behaviour of (3.5.1a-c) is dominated (or so it 
appears) by the nonlinear interaction of U with S, and the foregoing 
analysis of the breakdown for smooth initial conditions suggests the 
following kind of typical collapse for the full mid-scale system 
(3.5.1a-c), focussed around a station X = X^, at time T =  T̂ :

u ~  Uo(0 +  (T,-T)2”-2U i(0 +  (T.-T)3"-*Uj(î) +  (T.-T)<"-^U3({) +  ...,
(7.2.1a)

S ~  So(«) +  (T,-T)2“-2Si({) +  (T,-T)3”-=>S2(J) +  (T.-T)""-"S3(() +  •••,
(7.2.1b)

A ~  A,, +  (T,-T)3-'-^i({) + (T,-T)<“-U2(f) + (T,-T)5-‘‘A3(0 +  •••.
(7.2.1c)

Here (X - X,) = Co(T-T,) + (T,-T)"(, (7.2.Id)

and  ̂ is 0(1), while Ag, Cg are constants. The constant n > 1 is to
be determined. The expansion (7.2.1c) is such that the only leading- 
order contribution from A, apart from the constant coefficient Ag, is 
via the right-hand sides of (3.5.1a,c). This description, i.e. 
(7.2.1a-d), might seem to be incomplete at first sight, as one might 
expect an 0^(T^—T)"^ term to be present in (7.2.1c) in order to 
balance with the leading-order terms in (7.2.2a-c) below. However, 
as is verified below, the inclusion of such a term would violate the 
above assumed hierarchy.

On substitution of (7.2.1a-d) into the governing equations 
(3.5.1a-c) and equating terms in like powers of (T^— T) we obtain

(Uo - Co)ui = 0 , (7.2.2a)

(Uo - Co)s; + SqUJ = 0 , (7.2.2b)

(S„ + Ao - Cojs'o =  0 (7.2.2c)

at leading order, c/(T^—T)“‘M, controlling Uq , Sq , where a prime 
denotes differentiation with respect to (. Clearly (7.2.2a-c) are
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satisfied when Uq , Sq take constant values.
Secondly, at we find

nfUg = nfSg = 0

which again are satisfied identically by the constant solutions of 
(7.2.2a—c).

The next set of successive equations, at 0^(T^— is

(u„ - Co)u'i =  A" , (7.2.3a)

(Uo - Co)s'i + SoU; =  0 , (7.2.3b)

(So +  Ao - Co)s'i = A',' . (7.2.3c)

Ve may eliminate Aj from (7.2.3a, c) to see that (7.2.3a-c) control 
Uj, Sj with Aj then determined from these. However, for a nontrivial 
solution of (7.2.3a-c) the constants Uq , Sq , Aq must satisfy the 
following identity:

("o - Co)" + So(So + Ao - Co) = 0 , (7.2.4)

with the result that Uj, Sj are in fact undetermined at this order.
Equation (7.2.4) is none other than the characteristic

equation (7.1.6), thus confirming the relevance of the reduced 
system studied in §7.1. The solution for Cq yields

4^Uq — Aq^ — 3Sq =  0, 2^Uq — Cq^ -f Sq = 0. (7.2.5a, b)

Now, as S defines the departure distance of the shear layer from the 
fixed surface we must insist that Sq > 0 which means that Uq — Cq < 0,
in order to satisfy (7.2.5b). These two conditions and (7.2.5a, b)
help to simplify the final governing equations (see below).

Ve must appeal to higher order terms, therefore, with the 
0^(Tg—T)^""^^ equations found to be
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(Uo-Co)uJ +  n(U; - (2n-2)U, =  A^', (7.2.6a)

(Uo-Co)s^ +  n(S'j - (2n-2)Si +  = 0, (7.2.6b)

(So + Ao-Co)si +  n(Si - (2n-2)Si =  Â ' (7.2.6c)

and finally at o T(T^— T)^”“^̂  we have

(U|,-Co)u^ +  n(U% - (3n-3)Ü2 +  U,Ui =  A^', (7.2.7a)

(Uo-Co)S 3 +  n(S% - (3n-3)S2 +  SqU^ +  (s,U,j =  0, (7.2.7b)

(So +  Ao-Co)S 3 + n(S2 - (3n-3)S2 + SjS'i =  A^'. (7.2.7c)

As we shall see below, the above equations are sufficient to obtain
the final governing equations for the leading terms Uj, Sj, with 
then defined from (7.2.3a) or (7.2.3c).

Naturally, we tackle (7.2.6a-c) first and use (7.2.4),
(7.2.5a, b) to eliminate U2, S2 to give

ne(2U; - S;) - (2n - 2 ) { 2 V ^  - sj = 0 . (7.2.8)

Then the integral of (7.2.3b) in the form

Si - 2Ui = d ,

where d is a constant of integration, simplifies (7.2.8) to

(2n - 2)d = 0 .

Hence d =  0, since n > 1, and the outcome of this 0^(T,— analysis
is the following relationship between Ui and Si :

Si =  2Ui , (7.2.9)

although we have yet to discover the governing differential
equation.
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Ve obtain this equation, finally, from the reduction of
(7.2.7a-c). As before we make use of (7.2.4), (7.2.5a, b) to
eliminate U3, S3, this time with

n((2U; - sQ - (3n - 3)(2Uj - Sj) + (uj + S,U, - s f j  =  0

remaining. Ve now differentiate this equation, to give

n^(2Ui' - 82) - (2n - 3)(2U^ - 83) 4- (uj +  SjUj - s f j '  = 0 . (7.2.10)

Then the combination of (7.2.9), (7.2.5a, b) with (7.2.6b) and its
derivative eliminates 1)3, 83 from (7.2.10) and we obtain

n^^^ 4-(Uq— C q) — ^n(3n— 5)^ 4- (Uq— Co)uQUi —

(2n-2)(2n-3)Ui =  0 . (7.2.11)

as the equation controlling Uj, with Sj given by (7.2.9).
The permitted values for n are still not precisely determined 

although the supposition, implicit in (7.2.7c), that the A- 
dependence on the left-hand side of (3.5.1c) remains negligible adds
the upper limit, n < 2, so that n must lie in the range 1 < n < 2.
This result is due to equations (7.2.7a-c) being found at 
0^(T^—T)^”~'*j while the leading contribution from A is 0^(T,—T)^*"^^. 
Thus for the latter to remain negligible we require

(T^_T)3n-4 ^  (T,-T)2“-2 ,

i.e.
3n — 4 < 2 n — 2 ,

which supplies us with the upper limit for n. If, on the other hand,
an 0^(Tg— T)"^ term were included in (7.2.1c) the above reasoning 
would culminate in the last inequality being replaced by 3n— 4 < 0,
i.e. n < |. The most likely value for n (see below), however, would 
violate this restriction and so, as stated above, this 0^(T^—T)”  ̂
term is omitted from (7.2.1c).

Ultimately, then, the present breakdown analysis reduces to
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the solution of equation (7.2.11). This is a nonlinear, second-order 
ordinary differential equation for Uj as a function of the 
independent variable ( which varies from — oo to + 00. Ideally, we 
would hope for the existence of a simple analytic solution, as is 
the case for the particular break-up presented in Brotherton- 
Ratcliffe & Smith (1987). However, this existence is not obvious and 
numerous attempts to find such an analytic solution were 
unsuccessful. Instead we turn to an alternative approach in the 
following section.
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7.3 The solution of the mid-scale break-up
governing equations

Ve start with the simple observation that we may obtain from 
Uj via the simple linear relation (7.2.9) and so here we seek, for 
argument’s sake, only the solution of (7.2.11) for Uj as a function 
of the independent variable (.

For convenience and ease of notation we scale out the negative 
constant ( U q — C q ) with the following transformation:

( = -(Uq-Co)« , U,(() = -(Uo-Co)ÿ(Ô ,

to arrive at

(n^î^+ÿ)ÿ"+(n(5-3n)^+ÿ')ÿ' +  (2n-2)(2n-3)ÿ = 0. (7.3.1)

A prime now indicates differentiation with respect to ^ , and 
1 < n < 2 as before. The failure to find an analytic solution of
(7.3.1) led to the development of the following analysis, whereby
(7.3.1) is transformed to an equivalent autonomous first-order 
system of equations which is open to a phase-plane analysis of 
solution trajectories.

Ve begin by noticing that (7.3.1) is a scale-invariant 
equation. That is to say that it is left unaltered under the 
transformation {( —»a^, y —»a^y}, where a, p are constants. 
Substitution of this transformation determines the value of p to be
2. Ve now convert (7.3.1) to an equidimensional-in-( equation by the 
substitution

ÿ ( Ô  =  . (7.3.2)

Vith p=2, (7.3.2) converts (7.3.1) to 

^n^+ Û -+- 4^ Û -f- 2 -j- ^n (5— 3n ) -f- ̂ û +2 û -f 2 4-

(2n-2)^2n-3)û = 0 . (7.3.3)
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Now, as mentioned above, (7.3.3) is an equation which is
equidimensional in ( and so remains invariant under the
transformation »a(, where a is a constant. Hence (7.3.3) in turn
may be converted to an autonomous equation by changing the
independent variable from ( to t by the transformation

3 =  (7.3.4a)

Immediately, we notice that (7.3.4a) restricts ( to positive real
values but, as (7.3.3) is equidimensional in (, we may equally well 
have chosen

i  =  -e* (7.3.4b)

to effect the conversion. The resulting equations for û as a
function of t are identical. Thus the equation obtained via
(7.3.4a), namely

^ n ^ + 3ûj.+2 +  ̂ n(5— 3 n ) + 2 2 +  ̂ 2n— 2^^2n— 3^û = 0 ,

(7.3.5)

for I > 0 holds also under (7.3.4b), i.e. for ̂ < 0. A closer
analysis for |̂ | -C 1 is then necessary to ensure a smooth transition
between the two regions and, as we shall see below, this determines
the permissible values of n in the range 1 < n < 2.

We arrive finally at the desired first-order autonomous system 
when we introduce v(û) = û̂ . Whence (7.3.5) becomes

ûj =  V , (7.3.6a)

V. =  -(5n+7fl+v)0 - 6Û (1 + Û) (7.3.6b)
‘ (n^+û)

Hence now we may discover the qualitative behaviour of the solution 
of (7.3.6a, b) via a phase-plane analysis.

We begin with a study of the critical points of (7.3.6a, b), 
i.e. points in the (û,v) plane at which û^=Vj= 0, and it is easily 
verified that these occur at (û,v) =  (0,0) , ( — 1,0). To analyze the 
motion, in the (u,v) plane, near these critical points we linearize
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(7.3.6a, b) about each point in turn.
Ve consider the origin first, where the linearized equations

are
Ut =  ^ »

=  -(6/n^)5 - (5/n)ÿ ,

with the solution given by

n =  Cjn + Cjn , (7.3.7a)

V =-2cj +  3 c2 ^ . (7.3.7b)

Here Cj, Cj are arbitrary constants. Thus the origin (û,v)=(0,0) is 
a stable node.

Secondly, we linearize (7.3.6a,b) about (u,v) = (— 1,0) to
obtain

Gt =  ^ ,

— ~^6/(n^— l)^ü — ^(7— 5n)/(n —̂1 )^v ,

where we have employed the transformation û ^ — 1+Ü. This time the 
solution is

n =  Ci(n-l) 4- c^n e-6t/(n+l)  ̂ (7.3.8a)

V =  Cj - 6cg , (7.3.8b)

and we observe that the point (û,v) = (— 1,0) is a saddle point.
In addition, we see from (7.3.6a) that the trajectories must 

cross the û-axis with an infinite slope and, similarly, from 
(7.3.6b) that they must cross the curve

i(7û+5n) qp \ ^ { p n + 7 n - ^ y  - 24(n-|)(n-i)

with a zero slope. Furthermore, it is clear, again from (7.3.6a), 
that the solution propagates with t in the direction of increasing û
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in the upper half-plane, and in the direction of decreasing û in the 
lower half-plane.

To understand the nature of the phase plane more fully it is 
necessary to analyze the neighbourhood of the line û =  — n^ as this 
region possesses singular behaviour through the right-hand side of 
(7.3.6b). Hence, we localize û by setting û =  —n^ +  u, where |ü| -Cl, 
and combine (7.3.6a, b) to give, in the phase plane,

dv _ — (5n — 7n^+  7 5 +  v) V — 6 (— n^ +  u) (1 — n^ +  u) ^
dn = ------------------- ----------------------- • C7.3.9)

Now the singular behaviour is obtained via the dominant
balance

dv — v^
du ÜV ’

assuming |v| >■ 1, with the solution v oc 0 . However, it is also
possible for v to remain 0(1) in this region when then the dominant
balance in (7.3.9) simplifies this time to

dv - ( v -6n(n-l)) (v-n(n+l))
dn Gv

and we may separate the variables to obtain

~  • (7.3.10)

The local solution (7.3.10) is dependent on the value of n and, for
reasons which are given below, we take n = 3/2 here. The local 
solution (7.3.10) implies that trajectories approach the point 
(Û, v) = (— n^, n(n-l ) ) in the nonsingular fashion |v — n(n+l)| oc |u|^^®, 
in this case, whereas the point (û , v) = (— n^, 6n(n—1 )) is a type of 
saddle point. The above analysis results in the sketch of the phase 
plane in figure 7.1.

The phase-plane solution, as mentioned above, holds separately 
for the regions ( < 0,  ̂> 0 and we now turn to an analysis of
equation (7.3.1) in the case |( | C l ,  to link these regions 
together. As we shall see, this analysis will determine three
things. Firstly, it determines the particular trajectory in the 
(û,v) phase plane that describes the desired solution. Secondly, the 
permissible values of n are discovered. Thirdly, and as a
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consequence of these, it ensures the smooth transition of the 
solution between the two regions ( < 0, ( > 0.

In the region |̂ | <C 1, we might expect there to be a dominant 
balance of terms in (7.3.1) and so we investigate this possibility. 
Let us suppose, then, that the linear terms are dominant and that y 
satisfies

+ n(5-3n)fy' + (2n-2) (2n-3) y = 0 (7.3.11)

approximately when |̂ | <C 1- The solution of (7.3.11) is given by
I ̂  I however, which yields a contradiction as the linear

terms in (7.3.1) would then be 0( | ̂  | while the nonlinear
terms would be 0( | ̂  | and so could not be neglected.

Alternatively, the nonlinear terms could provide a dominant 
balance with y instead approximately satisfying

9 9 "  +  i 9 ' Ÿ  =  0 (7.3.12)

when I( I ^  1. The general solution of (7.3.12) Is given by = 
A|+B, where A, B are arbitrary constants. Now, although this 
solution does not violate the dominant balance assumption, it is not 
suitable as there is the distinct possibility of a square-root 
singularity occurring in the solution with y ~ (^,“0 ^̂  ̂ as ( —» 0

A A A < i*y A Afor some positive value (or similarly y ~  (^~^a) as ^ » ^,+ 0
for some negative value ^^).

Therefore the only possibility is that all terms in (7.3.1) 
balance at leading order and a simple order of magnitude argument 
shows that ÿ here. This in fact implies that

ÿ — — 4- , as I( I —► 0 . (7.3.13)

This behaviour requires immediately that û ~ — 1 as | ̂  | —*0 (due to 
the transformation (7.3.2)) and, if we inspect the phase plane in 
figure 7.1, we see that the only trajectory which admits such 
behaviour is the one which emanates from the unstable axis (in the 
upper half-plane) of the saddle point at (û, v) = (— 1, 0). In the 
context of the solution û, v in the neighbourhood of this point, the
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above implies that C2 =  0, and hence that Cj > 0 ,  in (7.3.8b).
Therefore (7.3.2), (7.3.4a), (7.3.8a) combine to give

y -  (^(-1 + (n-l)c+^^/^“-'̂  +  •••) as ^ -  0+, (7.3.14a)

whereas, with (7.3.4a) replaced by (7.3.4b), we have

y -  (^(-1 +  (n-l)c[(-()^/(''-^) +  •••) as ( -» 0-. (7.3.14b)

The constants c^, c^ are both positive and uphold the distinction 
between the two regions ^ < 0 and ( > 0. However, for a smooth 
transition of the solution y between the two regions, it is clear
from (7.3.14a,b) that

c+ = (-1 )'/<"-'> cf .

We impose the equality of the expansions in (7.3.1^a,b) here in
order to rule out the presence of an extra distinct zone around f = 0. 
Hence Cj’=c^ in fact and, for a regular solution, n must satisfy

1 _ 
n-1 ~ 2, 4, 6, 8, ... ,

I.e.
n = , for L = 3, 5, 7, 9, ... , (7.3.15)

giving the acceptable values of n for which the collapse structure 
above remains self-consistent, subject also to the restriction 
1 < n < 2 which is clearly met in (7.3.15). The different acceptable 
values at this local breakdown, n =  3/2, 5/4, 7/6, 9/8, ..., 1, are 
expected to correspond to different initial conditions. 
Incidentally, the values for n (7.3.15) are identical with those 
found by Brotherton-Ratcliffe k Smith (1987) in their analysis.

To determine the far-field behaviour of y (i.e. as |( | —*oo) we 
observe from figure 7.1 that the trajectory emerging from the saddle 
point (or, strictly tending towards the saddle point as t —»— oo) is 
constrained to converge towards the stable node at the origin, as 
t —»oo. Thus, ultimately, û ~  Cjue”^̂ ”̂^^ as t —>oo, from the dominant 
eigenvalue solution (7.3.7a, b), which implies the result
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ÿ -  |||(2n-2)/n |(| ^  C* . (7.3.16)

In summary, given (7.3.15), the local solution described above
yields lUJ, IS,I «  |4|(2”-2)/", |a,| « |j|(3”-2)/“ at large |(| or,
from (7.2.1a-d)

jU-Uol, jS-Soi « =  iX-X.j^/*' ,

|A-Ao| « |X-X,l(^"'^>/“ =  |X-X.|*+^/‘' (7.3.17)

for small |X— X̂ | just outside the collapse region, with L defined in 
(7.3.15). Hence, in general, each of the streamwise velocity and the 
detached free shear-layer shape (and the local pressure due to 
(2.2.4e)) develops a singularity in its slope at X — X^ = 0 ±  at the 
time — T = 0 -t-.
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7.4 Numerical results and comparisons

In this section we first try to corroborate the analytical
results proposed in §7.3 with a numerical treatment of the relevant 
governing equations therein. Secondly, as these numerical results 
are found to support the work in §7.3, we return to the numerical 
solution of the full mid-scale system (3.5.1a-c) with a view to 
witnessing more closely the proposed singularity occurring in the 
numerical simulation.

Ve begin at the end, as it were, and study the phase-plane 
trajectory that emerges from the saddle point. To avoid the
difficulty of truncating the infinite range in t we eliminate it
from (7.3.6a, b) and address the nonlinear first-order ordinary 
differential equation

dv _ - (5n+7û+v)v - 6û(l + û) ^
dû - (n2+û)v * (7.4.1)

Ve employed a simple fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to calculate 
the numerical solution and marched from û = —1 to û = 0 with uniform 
increments in û. A little extra consideration of the right-hand side 
of (7.4.1) was necessary first, though, as the denominator is zero 
at û = — 1. As Û — 1+0, the right-hand side of (7.4.1) does converge 
to a limit which, using (7.3.8a,b), is found to be l/(n— 1). So this 
value is prescribed at (û, v) = ( — 1,0). Also, we take n =  3/2 
throughout here, as this is expected to be the most likely value and 
it represents the most severe breakdown through (7.3.13). The
ensuing numerical solution is shown in figure 7.2. The numerical
method is extremely stable with respect to the grid structure, and
the trajectory ends at the origin, thus supporting the phase-plane
analysis.

Furthermore, to support the prediction above (7.3.16) for the 
ultimate form of û as t —>oo, the expression u/v was calculated as 
Û —»0— and is plotted in figure 7.3 against its predicted limit value 
which is given, by (7.3.7a, b), to be — n/2. Clearly, the calculated 
value of u/v approaches the predicted limit as u — >0— . Therefore the 
results of the numerical treatment of (7.4.1) appear to confirm the 
analysis in §7.3 and hence, through the transformations (7.3.2),
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(7.3.4a, b), the existence of the desired solution of (7.3.1).
Nevertheless, a study of the numerical solution of (7.3.1) is 

also included here as it illustrates the possibility of the square- 
root singularity suggested below (7.3.12). To simplify the task we 
notice that (7.3.1) is even in ( and so the numerical solution for
positive (, say, will suffice. Ve rewrite (7.3.1) as

ÿ" =  -K5-3°)î+ÿ')ÿ'-(2°-2)(2n-3)ÿ ^  . (7.4.2)
(n'r + y)

Then, if the solution at ( = fg is given by y((o) =ÿo, ÿ^(^o)— ^0» the
Runge-Kutta scheme for the second order equation (7.4.2) is given by

ki = h g(fo, ÿo, Zq) ,
kg =  h g(êo+|h, ÿo+|hzo+|hki, Zo+^kJ ,
ka = h g(io+^h, yo+^hzo+ghkj, Zg+^kg) ,
k< =  h g(fo+ h, ÿg+ hzg+jhka, Zg+ k^) ,

y(^o+k) =  ÿo + kzg + i(ki + kg +  kg) , 
y (io+k) =  Zg + g(kj + 2kg + 2kg + k^) ,

and

where h > 0 is the small increment in ^ . This scheme is numerically 
fourth-order accurate. The conditions at (=0 are, from (7.3.13), 
given by

y(0) = y'(0) =  0 . (7.4.3)

The numerical solution of (7.4.2) with (7.4.3) is shown in 
figure 7.4 and the square-root form is seen to evolve at a finite 
value of ^ . That this can occur is evident from the transformation
(7.3.2), as this behaviour implies that û ~  locally which
is far from the desired form (7.3.12a, b) for small |||, yet still 
satisfies the initial conditions (7.4.3).

The remedy that we used is rtOh to set the initial conditions
(7.4.3) alone but also to impose the desired initial form
(7.3.12a, b) for 0 < ( < for a small value of . The numerical
integration of (7.4.2) then begins from ^ =  ̂ j+h. This method was
employed and the results are shown in figure 7.5.

With the above numerical analysis strongly implying the
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existence of the break-up suggested in §§7.2,3, we return to a 
numerical treatment of the full system (3.5.1a-c), which was briefly 
studied in chapter 6. The numerical solution of the algebraic system 
(6.2a-d) with the arbitrarily chosen initial conditions (6.le) does 
not appear to display the above singular structure. Indeed, the only 
clear conclusion from the study in chapter 6 is the relatively rapid 
decay to zero of the discretized approximation for A(X,T) (see 
figures 6.3, 6.7). We believe this solution to be spurious due to 
the invalidity of the initial conditions (6.le), as we shall now 
explain.

The onset of this particular break-up is controlled by the
leading-order balance (7.2.5a). This can be seen from the analysis
in §7.1 which suggests that the current singularity is approached in 
the neighbourhood of any point where the left-hand side of (7.2.5a) 
(with Uo j So j Aq replaced by the full flow-variables) approaches zero 
through positive values, due to the presence of the square root in
(7.1.3). Therefore, in order to approach the proposed singularity in 
a regular fashion, we might expect (7.2.5a) to be replaced by

4(U-A) - 3S > 0 (7.4.4)

for the full flow-variables U,S,A, with equality being obtained only 
as |X^-»X|, (Tg—T) —» 0+. Clearly, (6.le) do not satisfy this 
criterion and, as an alternative, we set the following initial
conditions to begin a fresh numerical study:

U(X,0) = 0.1 +  1.0exp[-5.0(X+0.5)2], (7.4.5a)
S(X,0) = 0.1 + 0.8exp[-5.0(X+0.5)2], (7.4.5b)
A(X,0) = 0.4exp[-5.0(X+0.5)2]. (7.4.5c)

Here, also, (7.4.5b) satisfies the physical requirement that the 
shear-layer profile S remain strictly positive. The boundary 
conditions at X = ± l  follow from (7.4.5a-c).

The numerical solution then follows the method described in 
chapter 6. Investigations into grid-structure effects tended to 
suggest that the numerical method was more reliable (in the range of 
mesh sizes considered) when centred-difference approximations for
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the spatial derivatives in (6.2a-c) were used. Thus the results 
using this option are studied below.

From (7.4.5a-c), we see that the left-hand side of (7.4.4) 
takes the value 0.1 identically at T=0. Let us call this expression 
E. A plot of the evolution of E is given in figure 7.11. It is 
evident that the expression E tends to zero at a finite value of X 
(or X). A plot of the locus of the minimum value of E (at each time 
step) in figure 7.12 suggests that E first becomes zero at 
(X,T) ~  (0.0,0.34). The numerical integration was terminated at this 
point in order to present the results in figures 7.7-7.13. However, 
if allowed to continue further in time, the method would break down 
after a short time (typically 5-6 time steps), thus adding more 
evidence towards this being the onset of the proposed analytical 
break-up. Finally, we consider the ultimate form (7.3.17) of this 
analytical break-up. This would suggest linear behaviour (when n=|) 
of the expressions Gy = ̂ 9U/dX)“ ,̂ Gg=0S/5X)“  ̂ locally as the break-up 
time is approached. The evolution of Gy, Gg at Cke X" Station, a h

|CoWcA- tUa. ^ sUoo». iwv 7. iS,
The indication is that such a linear behaviour 

is observed. Therefore, the analytical description in §§7.2-3 appears 
to agree with the computational results in §7.4, locally near the 
break-up station, as the comparisons in figures 7.11,7.13 show.

vourJJbW U,S;A;G ou-t 
glvoiois '7,1—"1. io. nCt *4

o( W)S O \U_ Vkji slower
A »vs. .
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Captions for figures 7.1-7.13

Figure 7.1: The phase plane of equations (7.3.6a, b).

Figure 7.2: The numerical solution of equation (7.4.1) from u =  — 1
to û=0. The dotted line represents the equation below (7.3.8b). 
Clearly the trajectory crosses this line with a zero gradient.

Figure 7.3: The expression u/v as û —»0— . The dotted line shows the
predicted limit — n/2.

Figure 7.4: The numerical solution of (7.4.2), (7.4.3). The
discontinuous behaviour is almost certainly due to the possible 
square-root singularity due to the dominant balance (7.3.10) near 
the origin.

Figure 7.5: The numerical solution of (7.4.2), (7.4.3) with
(7.3.12a, b) imposed for 0 <  ̂̂. Here =0.3125, Cj = 1.0.

Figure 7.6: A plot of the expression (denoted by F here)
as ^—400. The limit value ( ~  1.50) supports the analysis which 
obtains the ultimate form (7.3.16).

Figure 7.7: A plot of the scaled streamwise velocity profile U
from the numerical solution of the mid-scale separating-flow system 
(6.1a-d), (7.4.5a-c). Here AX = 0.04, AT =  0 .001, dj=0.2, d^^ = 0.1,
d^u = d^A =  0'0"

Figure 7.8; As figure 7.7 but for the scaled shear-layer shape S.

Figure 7.9: As figure 7.7 but for the scaled boundary-layer
displacement A.

Figure 7.10: The evolution of grid nodes in figures 7.7-7.9.

Figure 7.11: A plot of Ë ( = 4(U— A)— 3S) calculated from the results
displayed in figures 7.7-7.9.
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Figure 7.12; The locus of the minimum value of E at each time step. 

Figure 7.13: Plots of Gy, Gg evaluated^o^ the locus in figure 7.12.
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Chapter Eight: 
Discussion
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The work in this thesis, both theoretical and computational, 
is aimed towards the solution of the partial differential equations 
governing mid-scale separating flow. These equations are derived in 
chapter 2. The term ‘mid-scale’ was introduced in order to 
differentiate between the current configuration and the more global 
(termed ‘full-scale’) separating motions (for example, that of 
Brown, Cheng k Smith (1988)); the difference being that the current 
mid-scale flow occurs much closer to the separation point, within 
the triple-deck structure (see the inequality (2.1.12)), whereas the 
full-scale flows describe more global flow features far beyond the 
separation point.

The governing equations (2.2.4a-e) are inviscid and we assume 
the viscous effects to be confined to the thin shear layer and to a 
thin wall layer (see figure 2.2 and below). This predominantly 
inviscid nature might be expected to be correct physically as 
experience suggests that the phenomenon of transition takes place on 
a convective rather than a diffusive time-scale. Also, it allows us 
to make progress analytically in chapters 3, 7.

The analysis in chapter 3 is made necessary by the close link 
between the governing equations of Brown, Cheng k Smith’s (1988) 
full-scale flow and the current ones (2.2.4a-e), with the former 
being a far-downstream form of the latter (see §3.8). The known 
possible break-up of the above full-scale flow (see §3.2) prompts us 
to ask if a similar break-up is possible in the related system 
(2.2.4a-e). Observation of the break-up in §§3.2-3.4, and also Brown, 
Cheng k Smith (1988), suggests that this may be the case for 
subsonic flow when (2.2.4d) holds. However, a corresponding solution 
for supersonic flow (i.e. when (2.2.4e) holds) proved, as yet, 
impossible to find. This difficulty led to the analysis in §§3.5-3.8 
which points to the probability that such a break-up cannot exist in 
the supersonic-flow system (2.2.4a-c, e) . Indeed, the analysis in 
§§3.5*"5«^ also casts doubt on the existence of the break-up in §3.1. 
Therefore analysis of the configuration proposed in §3.1 would be 
interesting for future work.

The appeal to a numerical solution (which will be commented on 
in later paragraphs) in chapter 6 leads to the analysis in chapter 7 
where we propose a self-consistent finite-time break-up of the mid
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scale separating flow. This fully nonlinear collapse takes place 
with the streamwise velocity and the detached shear-layer profiles 
developing an infinite slope, in a manner typical of the inviscid 
Burgers equation (Brotherton-Ratcliffe k  Smith (1987)). The break-up 
is in contrast with that for full-scale flow which results in a 
local eruption into the main stream (see §§3.2-3.4).

If we restrict ourselves to a purely inviscid analysis, the 
occurrence of this break-up would lead on to a new stage where some 
extra physics would come into play. However, the assumption of 
tangential flow at the body surface implicit in the inviscid study 
requires the presence of a thin viscous layer near the wall. The 
flow in this layer is governed by the viscous unsteady boundary- 
layer equations driven by the prescribed pressure-gradient of the 
inviscid flow above. Then the approach of the singularity of the 
inviscid solution will almost certainly prompt the evolution of a 
singularity in this viscous layer at an earlier time. Thus we have 
the possibility of a cascade effect. Also, this singularity may be 
linked with the phenomenon of vortex shedding from wall layers 
(Collins k  Dennis 1973; Van Dommelen 1981; Van Dommelen k Shen 1980; 
Peridier, Smith k Walker 1992).

Hence, future work in this vein could include the analysis of 
the viscous unsteady boundary-layer equations, forced by this 
prescribed evolving pressure distribution. See, for example, the 
above-mentioned references. Also, the derivation of (2.2.4a-e) made 
the assumption of zero vorticity being present initially below the 
free shear-layer. An improvement on this would be to include a 
uniform distribution of vorticity, as do Brown, Cheng k Smith 
(1988), who find that the corresponding break-up analysis follows in 
an analogous manner. Nonuniform distributions of vorticity, and/or 
an 0(1) shear-layer thickness etc. pose a numerical problem, in 
general. Nevertheless the break-up structure described in chapter 7 
would appear to be possible in this particular configuration and, 
indeed, may be applied to other related flow problems, e.g. the 
vortex sheet problem (Moore (1979)). The current analysis concerns 
two-dimensional motion and an investigation as to whether this may 
be extended in some way to incorporate three-dimensionality, in 
which new length scales may be present, would also be of great
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interest.
Finally, we comment on the numerical method introduced in 

chapter 4. Ve believe this to be a simple, yet effective, method of 
solution-dependent grid-deployment, and the treatment in chapter 5 
tends to support that belief. Although our consideration of the 
local truncation errors of the discretized governing equations was 
minimal in this study, with these being proportional to the fixed 
grid-discretization parameters, we believe that the effective 
deployment of grid nodes maintained acceptable accuracy of the 
numerical solution. The reasoning for this belief follows as these 
discretization errors consist of expressions involving local 
derivatives of the solution which, even in regions of high activity 
of the solution, remain slowly varying; this being directly due to 
the grid transformation (4.2.1).

The neat capturing, using this method, of the singular 
solution in §7.4 is encouraging and the application of this method to 
other numerical problems, including the solution of a full 
interacting boundary-layer problem, seems possible and quite 
promising.
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Appendix A

du
dx + 1 + dw

dz = 0 ,

du
d t + + = - Ê + d^u

dw
dt + "Ê + + = - Ê + d^w

In this appendix, on a topic somewhat related to that in our 
main body of text, our principal aim is to derive the governing 
equations for a particular form of vortex/wave interaction (Wl). A 
distinct new feature here compared with Stewart k  Smith’s (1992) 
form is the leading-order spanwise dependence in the incoming short- 
scale wave disturbance. Thus we are introducing stronger elements of 
three-dimensionality into the theory, in the sense that the input 
disturbance is taken to be not nearly-planar.

Ve work, therefore, in terms of the three-dimensional (3D) 
triple-deck problem (cf. chapter 2), requiring a solution of the 
unsteady nonlinear 3D interactive boundary-layer equations

(Ala)

(Alb)

(Ale)

with d p / d y  = 0 and the pressure p(x,z,t) being unknown. These 
equations are subject to the main boundary conditions

u = V = w =  0 at y = 0 , (Aid)

u ~  y +  A(x,z,t) , w —»0 , as y —»oo , (Ale)
+00 +00

from the no-slip condition at the fixed surface, from the matching 
involving the unknown displacement function — A, and from the 
interaction with the external flow, respectively. This last 
condition can also be expressed in the form of solving Laplace’s 
equation for the pressure just outside the boundary layer.
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with p-»p , , as y-^0 , (Alh)

and with suitably bounded far-field conditions, as an alternative to 
(Alf) (see also below).

As mentioned in chapter one, we are concerned with the range 
of relatively high frequencies, or fast travelling nonlinear 
disturbances (as in Smith k Burggraf (1985), Smith (1986a,c). Smith 
k Stewart (1987), Stewart & Smith (1987, 1992). In the context of 
the current VVI, we have now

d / d t  Çld/d ' ÏQ 4- d / d l ^  + ••• , (A2a)

d / d x  + ••• , (A2b)

d / d x  ^  + ••• , (A2c)

where the scaled frequency Q, is assumed to be large, and we note the 
comparable sizes of the streamwise and spanwise variations in 
(A2b,c), in contrast with Stewart k Smith’s (1992) case. Here 
t = n-^To =  T2 = ... , x =  0- ^ / %  = n ^ / %  = , z = 0- ^ / %  = n ^ / %  = ... define the 
multiple variables present.

By trial, the pressure and displacement fields for the current 
VVI are found to be given by

p - J1-'/2(PjjEi+Pi2E2 +  c.c.) + n-3/2(p^^j,i + P32E2 +  c..^.) ,4"

Q-2(P4̂ EiEJ^ + c .c .) +  ••• , (A3a)

A ~ ÎÎ ^^^(AgyEjE2  ̂ 4* c.c.) 4" H  ̂( A^^E^ 4- A ̂2E2 4- c . c . ) 4-

12 ^(AgjEj 4*A32E24"c .c . ) 4" **• » (A3b)

(c.c., and the superscript * below, denote complex conjugate here), 
where the dominant wave-like dependence is decomposed into the two 
3D planar waves

El = exp[z(oXo4-^/)Zo-To)] , E2 = exp[*(aXo-i/3Zo-To)] . (A4a,b)
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In (A3a,b), the coefficients of Ej, Eg and the vortex terms 
( «  EjEg” )̂ are unknown functions of (XgjZgjTg) and are to be 
determined. See also earlier work by P. Hall k  F.T. Smith referred 
to by Stewart k  Smith (1992).

The reader might expect there to be extra second-harmonic 
terms (e.g. terms proportional Ej, EjEg, etc.) in the expressions 
(A3a,b). However, our analysis suggests that such terms make 
contributions only to control higher-order effects and are thus 
omitted from this brief presentation; the references above provide 
more detailed discussions on the point. In particular, the mean-flow 
correction terms (i.e. ocEjE^^, EgEJ^), if included, are found to 
vanish identically at leading order, cf. the leading-order mean-flow 
corrections in Stewart k Smith (1992). Also, it is interesting to 
see the relatively small pressure disturbance (A3a) required to 
trigger the current VVI; the amplitudes involved here are much less 
than those in the last-named reference.

With this the current velocity field becomes multi-structured, 
dividing into four distinct zones (1-lV) in the normal direction 
(see figure Al). In the main i nviscid zone (1) y =  0^/^y with y 
typically of 0(1), and the velocity components expand in the form

u ~ + fi"^/^(UovEiEg^ + c.c.) + n-^UiiEi+UigEg +  c.c.) +

^"^^^(UgyEiEg^ + c.c.) + f2-2(U3iEi+U3gEg + c.c.) +  ••• , (A5a)

V ~ VgyEjEg ̂ + c.c.) + ( Vj jEj + V|^Eg + c . c . ) +

n"^/^(VgvEiEgi + c.c.) + ll-HV3iEi + V3gEg + c.c.) + ••• , (A5b)

w ~  f2-i(VnEi+VigEg + c.c.) + f2“^/^(WgyEiEJ^ + c.c.) +

Q, ^(V3jEj + V3gEg4*c .c . ) 4* ••• , (A5c)

where any Ej g-dependence is shown explicitly and we note the equal 
scalings of the spanwise and streamwise wave-velocity components. 
However, it is interesting to see the relatively large induced 
streamwise vortex term (i.e. a EjEJ^ =exp(t)^Zo) in (A5a)).
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On substitution of (A5a-c) into (Ala-c) and equating terras 
with like powers of Q we first observe that Vqv = 0» fact. Ve then 
obtain linear governing equations for the leading order fundaraentals 
(ocEj 2)* From these and from the constraints in (Ald-f) we obtain

=  l (n=l,2). (A6a-e)

Ve appeal to higher-order effects now, and find that the
vortex terras, i.e. the raean vortex coraponents (aEjEJ^), are governed 
by

^  ^  = 0 , (A7a)

■5^  + ''jv = 0 > (A7b)

%  + - ■■/JP4V • (A7C)

Here the first term on the right-hand side of (A7c) is a forcing
coefficient due to the nonlinear combination of the primary
fundamentals (A6a-e). Ve may solve (A7a-c) to obtain, for example,

_________
OTj " " Ô X J  d y  -  («ÿ-l)2—  +  ÿ w r l  %  = 4 ^ ^ 4 ^ P n P u  +  ^*P4V (A8)

which then yields
Tg

^  (T2-T2)a{x2-y(Tj-tj),Z„T,)dT,

T2
+ (Tj-T2)P4^Xj-y(Tj-T2),Zj,tj)dtj (A9a)

— 00
for the vortex shear, where

ff(Xj,Zj,T2) = Pi,(X2,Z„T2)P*(Xj,Zj ,Tj) . (A9b)

In obtaining (A9a,b), we have supposed that the nonlinear
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disturbances die out at large negative times Tj (this can be readily 
altered, e.g. to Tj starting at zero).

Similarly, we find that the induced extra fundamentals which 
are proportional to must satisfy

d \

{.aUovU„ +  +  .aPjJ , (AlOb)

^ ^ '  (AlOc)

where the expressions in braces provide the nonlinear forcing from 
the leading terms. Now if we subtract (AlOa) from the normal 
derivative of (AlOb), then substitute for V3J from (AlOc) and use 
(A6a-e), we arrive at the equation

- r  ( d + ÿ a +
(ay_i)3iaTj ^ ^ a x j  11 3- (aÿ_i)2az, "a?.

:Pi3% - T̂ CîPnUo, + T-T̂ Pai = u- (All)( a ÿ _ l ) 2'  12 a ÿ  ( a ÿ - l ) 3‘ 12''» '’ "  ( a ÿ _ l ) 2‘ 3l  -  a ÿ

which controls the extra fundamental shear solution. Ve proceed by 
substituting the integral of (All) into (AlOb) with y —>0+ to obtain 
the effective pressure relation

+  ’(^Pai-Aji) =

1 (“y~^) > (A12)
0

where the superscript (V) refers to evaluation at y — 0+.
Ve turn now to the three other regions in the y-direction
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(figure Al) to complete the equation (A12). These are a viscous wall 
layer (II), a buffer zone (III) for the vortex flow, and a critical 
layer (IV). The wall layer (II) is a Stokes layer effectively, with 
y = f2~^/^y and y=0(l) for an unsteady-viscous force balance. 
Therefore u =  n~^/^y + 0(f2“^), v=0(ft"^), w=0(f2“^), and the solution
here provides us with the value

viT' =  , (A13a)

on matching at large y. The analysis involved follows in the same 
manner as in Smith & Burggraf (1985), Smith 6 Stewart (1987), and 
(A13) may be thought of as a viscous displacement or efflux, as far 
as the main region (I) is concerned. The buffer zone (III) in 
contrast is fixed by the unsteady-viscous balance for the vortex- 
flow fields, requiring y=0(l) due to the slower time scale and 
leading, in effect, to a diffusion equation governing the vortex 
flow there. The structure (II, III) near the wall is found to be 
consistent with the constraint that

= 0 , (A13b)

as might be expected from (A7b). The fourth layer, the critical 
layer (IV) near y = a “ ,̂ is expected to be predominantly nonlinear and 
to act to smooth out the singularities appearing in the solutions in 
the major region (I), e.g. in (A9), (A12). ^

The remaining extra fundamental term in (A12) is accounted for 
by appeal to the external pressure-displacement interaction laws 
inferred from (Alf) or (Alg,h). In a manner analogous to that in 
Stewart & Smith (1992) (their Appendix A), these yield the law

3̂1 = "3^31 - + ~^~d^ * (A13c)tt w a 2 a

With (A13a-c), then, the relation (A12) becomes

- +  (2+2a-'+a-“) ^  +  +«3  ̂ ^ ôXj T ÔZ2
00

(2a-')-*/2(i-l)P„ =  -i(a2_1^2)P,2|(aÿ-l)-2-^dÿ . (A14a)
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The equations governing the extra fundamentals which are 
proportional to E2 yield (from a similar analytical course) the 
following relation

Æ  + ( 2 + 2 » - ' + " - ' ) %  + # ( ! + » - ' ) %  +
?  ATI*

0

between Pjj and the vortex contribution.
The VVI system is completed by appeal, again, to the pressure- 

displacement laws, this time in the context of matching the vortex 
terms, and we find that

(A14b)

’ ^Ov — Uov (A14c,d)
y = o o

Thus the relations (A14a-d) can be coupled with (A8) to provide the 
governing equations for the wave pressures Pjj, P^g and the vortex 
shear ôUov/^ÿ» in particular, in the current VVI.

The system (A8), (A14a-d) may be simplified if we consider a
moving disturbance and take the case of dependence on (agXg+bgTg
( = 0 , rather than on Tg, Xg individually, with ag, bg being 
constants. Under this assumption, (A8), (A14c,d) may be combined to
give the relation

P4,  = - ^ ^ § S p B P „ P r ,  , _  ... (A15a)

where
-agB =  b(b— l)(b+l)“  ̂ +  2b^(b+l)“ /̂n| b| , b = oajbj' . (A15b)

With (A15a,b) substituted back into (A8) we find that the W I , 
in normalized form, is governed by the coupled nonlinear equations

ÔP dP
= Pi ? %P2Q 5 (A16a)

-5#  + Ô #  =  + 'PiQ* , (A16b)

,̂p2 “ ^ P1P2 » (A16c)

where the signs in (A16a-c) are taken according to whether oĉ  >  or
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• The normalization involved has

J(aÿ-l)-2^dÿ = ,
0

Zj =  2^/W(l4-o-^)Z , i  =  , (A17)

from (A8), (A14a,b). The constant C is given by

-3a^C =  1 +  (b-l)(b+l)-2 +  6b(b-l)(b+l)“ * +  12b^(b+l)-*;n|b|
and it is assumed that aj ^  0, b ̂  — 1, C > > 0.
The coupling terms oc P^Q in (A16a,b) represent the effect of the
vortex flow on the nonlinear wave developments oc P^, while in (A16c)
the fast spanwise variation of the wave amplitudes (on the right)
acts to control the vortex flow ( a Q). Thus Pj, Pg, Q are all 
unknowns.

Clearly, (A16a-c) is a strongly nonlinear system and in 
general a computational solution is necessary. In particular, it 
would be interesting to apply the grid-transformation method 
described in chapter 4, with Z=g(Z,T) say, in the not unlikely event 
(see Stewart & Smith (1992)of (A16a-c) admitting a singular
solution. ^

A study has also been started, by I.P. Vickers with Dr. R.G.A. 
Bowles and Prof. F.T. Smith, of the case of pure spatial development 
in a VVI with near-planar input. This again is a new case, distinct 
from that in Stewart & Smith (1992) but motivated by the good 
agreement with experiments found in this last paper. We hope to 
report further on these new VVI’s in the near future.
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PLAN VIEW

X

(WAVE) (VORTEX)
1-
■*^1*

(2D B.L.)

r / i *

SIDE VIEW

—  Ill
TYPICAL MEAN-FLOW 

PROHLE
**

Figure Al: Sketch of the VVI structure for input decomposed into
two planar 3D waves, showing the lower-deck regions I-IV and the 
main part of the 0(Re”^̂ )̂ boundary layer, within the high-frequency 
range, in nondimensional terms. The diagram is not to scale, and the 
outer potential-flow zone or upper deck is not shown.
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